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“

Although the concept of
redevelopment maintains its
origins in the 1950s, it remains
an important part of the future.
It is estimated over $30 trillion
dollars will be spent in the next
30 years rebuilding the existing
built environment, and most
of this is expected to occur in
areas like Norwalk’s urban core.
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Norwalk
Redevelopment Agency
The Housing Act of 1949 (Title V of P.L. 81-171) laid groundwork for the establishment of agencies such as
the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency (the Agency). Following the Housing Act, the Agency was established
in 1950 under Chapter 130 of the Connecticut General Statutes by resolution of the Common Council,
which authorized it to create redevelopment plans and take the necessary steps to implement these
plans in accordance with local zoning provisions.
The Norwalk Redevelopment Agency is a quasi-governmental planning organization governed by a Board
of Commissioners. The Agency’s five commissioners are appointed by the Mayor and approved by the
Common Council. These Commissioners elect a Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary, and Treasurer. Redevelopment plans and implementation efforts are reviewed and approved by the citizen-elected Common
Council.
The Norwalk Redevelopment Agency’s work is concentrated within Norwalk’s Urban Core. This jurisdiction
covers four redevelopment and urban renewal areas known locally as: Wall Street, West Avenue North,
West Avenue South, and South Norwalk. Through grant procurement, progressive planning and collaboration with City departments, the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency proactively works to preserve and
improve existing neighborhoods by attracting new development within these priority areas.

Purpose of the
Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan is a unified vision for the Agency’s future. Building upon the outcomes and recommendations of past planning efforts, this document details the strategy for project implementation and performance monitoring. The report seeks to identify and prioritize the key objectives, projects, schedules,
financing and partnerships required to create more predictable outcomes that align with goals identified
by the Agency and the City of Norwalk.
Through an in-depth examination of existing plans, extensive engagement with local stakeholders, and
collaboration with City staff and elected officials, the following report establishes the five-year strategic
vision and work program for the Agency. Significant consideration has been given to the prioritization of
key projects within the urban core, with project identification and ranking driven by input from stakeholders involved in the planning process.
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Area Plan Map
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Guiding Principles
The plan is built on three core principles.

A Re:Imagined Norwalk utilizes the built environment to derive public
good. It embraces new ideas and development with the future in mind, while
learning from past successes and policy challenges. A Re:Imagined Norwalk
will focus on implementing the below concepts.
• Current and predicted trends should guide analysis focused on technology, demographics, market
analytics, and community needs.
• Examination of affordable housing initiatives, incentive programs, and area revitalization plans, which
set the foundation for site development. Catalyst sites are to be identified and revitalized in a manner
that improves the effectiveness of infrastructure and services.
• Neighborhoods should be contextualized through responsible infill development. Innovative thinking
must be utilized to have the greatest impact on the community. Open space, community gardens,
and public art are all functional uses when seeking to increase productivity. These vibrant public spaces activate communities, raise property values, and increase active transportation options.
• Underutilized lots present an opportunity for redevelopment and reimagined solutions.
• As the world changes and technology advances, cities must adapt or risk losing market competiveness. Adoption of a triple bottom line approach which balances the economic, environmental, and
social benefits of development policy, to promote a more sustainable future.
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A Re:Invented Norwalk considers how operations and goals are carried out
through actionable projects. Restructuring, expanding, and implementing
current initiatives and infrastructure will allow for more effective use
of Agency resources and revitalization efforts. The below concepts and
strategies will guide policy that can Re:Invent Norwalk.
• Design Complete Streets for all users, which create a safer public realm, while improving environmental conditions and promoting wider accessibility for all.
• Improved accessibility to public resources to further engage the community.
• Affordable housing and zoning regulations have been rethought in recent decades. Continued implementation and integration of mixed-income and mixed-use development through updated plans and
policies is essential to the evolution of the built environment as more studies on effectiveness come
to light.
• Public transportation, as it has become more widely desired and utilized in small cities, anchors new
investments in housing, employment, commercial areas, and cultural amenities and therefore must
be updated and prioritized.
• Integrated technology, in the form of wayfinding kiosks and mobile transit apps in the modern era, is
essential to the resident and visitor experience.

Introduction
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A Re:Newed Norwalk attracts residents and visitors visually and physically.
Innovative projects can breathe life into the community and help people
navigate an interconnected network of streets, business districts, parks, and
neighborhoods. A Re:Newed Norwalk will prioritize the below concepts and
strategies.
• Historic preservation and façade improvements can shape a city’s identity. Well preserved spaces
cultivate economic development, personal investment, and safer neighborhoods. Simultaneously,
the commitment to historic preservation offers a culture of appreciation for arts and architecture. A
commitment to historic preservation and context-sensitive design should support these efforts.
• Neighborhoods that receive institutional investments are further supported by the people. By creating a bond between residents and their surroundings, neighborhoods become safer, cleaner, and more
attractive to economic development.
• Modernizing infrastructure, both in the way it looks and the way it is utilized. Current and emerging
trends, such as changing workplace behaviors and autonomous vehicles, guide how people interact
with the built environment.
• As multimodal transportation options have become more desirable, the need for supporting amenities such as bike racks and sidewalk improvements are magnified as residents and visitors seek
alternative ways to navigate the city without cars.
• A wayfinding program will improve urban connectivity, ease anxieties and frustration of navigation,
and directs people to renewed and existing spaces.
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Strategic Plan Work Program
The Strategic Plan followed a three step process during its development.

Discovery
In the initial discovery phase, key stakeholders were identified and engaged to obtain perspective, and
discuss how best to structure the Agency’s strategic planning effort. Upon reconciliation of the proposed
work program, advisory committees were established and outreach was initiated through various surveys,
meetings, and workshops.

Design
The second phase of the planning process involved the identification and prioritization of key projects.
Numerous discussions were held with key stakeholders regarding an appropriate division of responsibilities, and how best to align internal and external operations with the City of Norwalk. Through intensive
organizational analysis a detailed set of policy recommendations and implementation strategies have
been developed and included in this Plan.

Deployment
The overall strategic planning process provided an opportunity for the Agency to engage with its partners
in a meaningful way. Throughout the process stakeholders and committee members remained engaged
through newsletters, surveys, workshops, and summary reports.

Introduction
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“

With a majority of
development expected to
occur in urban infill areas
over the next 30 years, we
must structure our internal
operating systems to fully
capture the value of this
market demand, and derive
the maximum public good for
the City of Norwalk.
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Then and Now

Setting the Stage

A Re:Imagined Norwalk utilizes the built environment to derive public
good. It embraces new ideas and development with the future in mind,
while learning from past successes and policy challenges.
Although redevelopment maintains its origins
in the 1950s, it is still very much a thing of the
future. It is estimated over $30 trillion dollars
will be spent in the next 30 years rebuilding the
existing built environment, and most of this is
expected to occur in urban infill areas. Given the
complexity of infill development, it is important to have agencies such as Redevelopment
positioned to help developers and the community navigate the land development process, to
derive the maximum public good from future
investment. Through the strategic alignment
of internal operational practices with external
market forces, Norwalk can capitalize on overarching real estate trends to improve the economic foundation of the City and its residents.
By keeping up with dynamic market conditions,
with forward thinking approaches, Norwalk
stands to be a model for community vitality and
investment.
Redevelopment is a cycle. Continued reinvestment into the urban landscape insulates neighborhoods from market instability and economic
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downturns. In general, “land appreciates and
buildings depreciate.” Targeted maintenance and
improvement of commercial real estate, both
cosmetically and structurally, is a key factor in
sustaining land value premiums. However, the
value of land is often affected by area amenities
and infrastructure. Land in an area with blighted
buildings retains less value compared to land in
active and visually appealing corridors. At the
same time, land value can be better supported in
challenged communities when decision makers
and residents recognize its potential and begin
to invest in its revitalization. Therefore, the value
of land is increasingly obsolete without the cycle
of revitalization and redevelopment constantly
working to uphold both building and land values.
Another important aspect influencing the supply
and demand conditions inherent to this cycle relates to some key demographic trends currently
impacting real estate markets nationwide. As
such, we must consider the following conditions
when aligning our strategic planning efforts with
key development factors and market conditions.
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America is Aging
Baby Boomers (born 1946-1964) represent the largest and most rapid expansion of the population in US
history, and will be at retirement age between 2011 and 2029. This is an important consideration because
as you age your space and lifestyle needs change, and this influences our real estate markets and planning
contexts in many ways. Historically, peak spatial demands occur when people are raising children which,
in combination with a number of urban policy initiatives, led to the suburbanization of America. In recent
years, we have seen a dramatic shift in these conditions with a growing interest in downsizing or apartment living for multiple age groups.

Births Underlying Each Generation
Number of U.S. Births by Year and Generation

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services National Center for Health Statistics

While younger residents are often thought of as the demographic most present in the urban core, data
shows urban population growth is largely driven by those in the “empty nester years” (55+) with growth of
+10.3 million across urban centers in recent years. By comparison, the “young adult urban years” categorized by ages 20-29 has experienced a modest annual growth of 4.7 million as exhibited in a recent study
of urbanization trends in the United States.

Urban Growth - Not Just a Millennial Thing
Urban Population Growth by Age

SOURCE: John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Setting the Stage
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Millennials born between 1981 and 1996 who range from ages 24 to 40 currently make up Norwalk’s
second largest cohort. The lower end of this age group desires urban living just as the 55+ cohort leading
to competing demand for housing in the urban core. This also includes Gen Z, who is currently aging into
this demographic. Additionally, as Millennials shift into child bearing years, they will reemerge in 15-25
years in the same position as current Baby Boomers, thereby renewing the greater need for higher density, more compact unit living. Gen X, with the majority currently in child rearing years, are moving closer
to the empty nester stage and will too move towards downsizing, further increasing overall competition
for this development type. While the size of their generation is notably smaller than Baby Boomers and
Millennials, Gen Xers remain an important part of the cycle, and will be offset by the higher number of
young people looking to live within the urban core during those years. The cycle of housing type desirability by age is constantly evolving, and is a primary driver behind the rapid development of apartments in
Norwalk’s urban core. As developers seek to capitalize on these market conditions, housing options for
the 55+ community should be prioritized to reduce gaps in housing supply, and support residents at every
stage of their life.

Changing Household Composition
Population growth has continued to slow in recent decades. This change is strikingly evident when comparing the birth rate patterns of boomers and Millennials. While Baby Boomers and Millennials are the two
largest cohorts, the Baby Boom generation had far more children than Millennials, and this trend continues to decline. It is estimated that by 2050 only 20% of household growth will have children in them, and
nearly half of all household growth will be single person (Nelson 2016). This is an important development
consideration as families have less children, household size and space needs decrease. This creates a
tremendous strain on existing housing supply, as fewer people occupy units while demand increases.
Ultimately, changes to household composition is two-fold, which both impact the need for more units,
especially apartment, co-op, condominium, and smaller single family homes.
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Starter and Downsizing Competition
As result of these factors, it is estimated between 2015 and 2050, 64% of the new housing demand will be
for starter or downsizing households. This means gradually increasing competition for smaller homes. This
is an important consideration within the development context as unbalanced supply and demand conditions affect the viability of housing options for residents. By under-supplying attached and rental housing
relative to demand, rents go up as prices of detached homes flatten or even go down. This increases the
cost of living and doing business for residents and employers, creating a significant barrier to economic
development and improving the local quality of life.

New Housing
by 2050
Downsizing +
Starter

64% 51%
of the U.S.
Population

Downsizing
(age 65+)

13%
Starter
(age <35)

These national trends are seen in Norwalk as homeownership rates have been steadily declining while
renter occupied units and demand for this development type has increased. In the latest American
Community Survey dataset we confirm our understanding of declining homeownership rates, and identify rental housing has dominated new household tenure and growth. As a result, median gross rent has
increased by 31% over the past 10 years, imposing additional stress on the City’s housing market, and
making it even more difficult for low-to-moderate income families to find adequate housing options.

+31%
2009 to 2018

-3%

2009 to 2018

+7%

2009 to 2018

Setting the Stage

Due mainly to
lack of rental
units.
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Redevelopment’s Role
Redevelopment is a concept with a long history, and an important future. Since Congress passed the National Housing Act of 1949, redevelopment agencies have been operating around the country. Initially, these
agencies were empowered to adopt comprehensive plans for areas designated as “blighted”. These plans
often called for infrastructure and redevelopment projects to improve public facilities, upgrade municipal
systems, and make central land desirable for private development projects of residential, commercial, and
industrial buildings. Implementing plans often required condemning, acquiring, demolishing, and consolidating existing properties into large parcels for street widening, highway, or development projects. After
1954, federal funding also became available for rehabilitation of existing properties. In 1974, Community
Development Block Grants became available to cities for use in smaller-scale local development activities.
Today, the Agency continues to work on facilitating large-scale redevelopment projects in the City center,
overseeing property improvement projects, and administering Community Development Block Grant funding.
With a majority of development expected to occur in urban infill areas over the next 30 years, we must
structure our internal operating systems to fully capture the value of this market demand, and derive the
maximum public good for the City of Norwalk. Such optimization of the land development process will require strategic partnerships between the public and private sector, and a strong working relationship with
the community. Working with private developers and residents, the Agency will serve as a representative
of the common good, seeking to balance private development interest, popular development demands,
and the provision of high quality public services.
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Past Plans and Studies
City of Norwalk Plan of Conservation & Development
visioning event, in addition to conducting group
interviews, and digital surveys with stakeholders. Information was made available and disseminated in both English and Spanish as 25%
of Norwalk’s population identifies a Hispanic/
Latinx. The data gathered across all community
outreach platforms was then used to mold the
final POCD drafts, which were ultimately refined
and adopted.

Outcomes

Outreach

In 2019, the City of Norwalk adopted its Plan
of Conservation and Development 2019-2020
(POCD), per §8.2 of the Connecticut General
Statutes, which requires that all municipalities
prepare and adopt their POCD at least every 10
years. By identifying new strategies, goals and
policies, the POCD will guide both the public and
private sectors on issues such as land-use, housing, sustainability, transportation and more. As
part of this process, the City of Norwalk formed a
33-person Oversight Committee and engaged in
a robust community outreach effort to maximize input and better understand the needs of
the community. Community engagement was
conducted via digital platforms, such as live polling and websites like Norwalk Tomorrow, which
hosted the POCD update, and the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency’s redevelopment plan for
Wall Street/West Avenue and other concurrent
planning updates underway at the time. The City
hosted nine neighborhood-based workshops,
four topic based workshops, a draft plan presentation event, online plan commenting, a public

Setting the Stage

Early outreach efforts conducted by the Norwalk
Redevelopment Agency, polled attendees at
public meetings to better understand what City
assets were most valued by residents. Feedback
showed that of the 25 residents who attended,
consensus placed high value on Norwalk’s accessibility in terms of jobs, shorter commute times
to other regional assets (SoNo, Stamford, NYC),
diverse nightlife opportunities and affordability.
In a separate effort, digital surveys regarding
Quality of Life were completed by 221 residents,
producing results that showed a majority of residents rated Norwalk “Good” or “Excellent.”
A separate survey polled office workers at the
Merritt 7 complex about travel patterns and
daily activities. Results showed that people
were willing to either stay in or move to Norwalk
if the City continued to invest in connectivity infrastructure, recreational amenities and
other quality of life improvements. One hundred and eight-five residents also participated
in a Community Visioning Forum to share their
aspirations for the City of Norwalk as part of
the Norwalk Tomorrow Citywide Plan process.
Questions from the live polling session ranged
from demographics, quality of life, and a word
cloud exercise, which produced a resident focus
on parking, traffic, bikeability, sustainability,
more green space, and zoning. More than half of
the participants identified open space (beaches/
coastline) as the City’s greatest asset. Regarding
challenges the City faced, there was an emphasis on multi-modal transportation, bike lanes,
parking issues, zoning, park maintenance, SoNo,
infrastructure improvements, and “big box”
sprawl.
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During the personal vision statements session, the most commonly discussed hopes of
residents revolved around growth of the downtown, employment, new restaurants, retail and
entertainment options, park improvements,
infrastructure improvements. and sustainability.
Participants had the following top 11 priorities:
preservation of opens space/natural resources,
enhance civic pride, cultivate a strong school
system, improve connectivity and mobility,
appropriate affordable housing, more vocational
training, improve bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, vision for zoning and development, improved diversity of population and businesses,
commitment to renewable energy incentives,
and investment in arts/culture.
A total of nine neighborhood-based workshops
were also held at various locations and times
throughout the City asking 240 attending
residents to explain things about their specific
neighborhood they would like to see preserved
and/or improved. Interestingly similar to the
Visioning Forum, the top 10 priorities from these
nine separate neighborhood meetings include:
preservation of open space and parks, preservation of historic resources, enhance sense of
community, better transit connectivity/parking,
vocational training, improved bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, vision for zoning and development, improved diversity of population and
businesses, commitment to renewable energy
incentives, and arts/culture. A youth meeting
produced similar results as above, with the
additional priorities being increased funding for
afterschool programs and more housing affordability.
Following the nine neighborhood-based meetings, four subsequent workshops were held: 1)
Green, Sustainable and Resilient Norwalk, 2) City
Design, 3) Prosperous Norwalk and 4) Connected
and Complete Norwalk. In these workshops, residents prioritized resilience planning, creating
neighborhood activity centers, improved design
standards for the built environment, retain/
attract high-quality businesses, expand the
commercial tax base, affordable housing, and
expanding multi-modal transportation options.
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Wall Street-West Avenue
Neighborhood Plan

Outreach

In 2019, the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency
adopted the Wall Street-West Avenue Neighborhood Plan, which includes the Wall Street
Redevelopment Area and the West Avenue Redevelopment Area. The Wall Street-West Avenue
Plan looks to leverage all its current community
assets and chart a path for the future. As part
of the planning process, the Agency appointed
a working group of members from various City
boards and agencies, neighborhood groups,
stakeholders from the business community and
residents. Attending a total of nine meetings
on a monthly basis, the working group assisted
the The Agency and Regional Planning Agency
(RPA) on plan research, stakeholder engagement, visioning, policy setting, and refining plan
recommendations. Additionally, a total of 17
other meetings, focus groups, and one-on-one
interviews were held at various locations across
town. The Agency and RPA utilized focus groups,
face-to-face stakeholder conversations and
business owner surveys to get a better contex-
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tual understanding of existing neighborhood
conditions to help shape future outcomes for
the Wall Street-West Ave community.

Reed Putnam Area
Urban Renewal Plan

Outcomes

The Wall Street-West Avenue Neighborhood
Plan’s visioning process produced a goal statement seeking “A healthy and vibrant Urban Core
Neighborhood with a strong economy driven by
innovation and collaboration that is accessible,
authentic, lively and affordable for residents and
businesses.” Stakeholder engagement identified
the following six Community Assets: 1) strong
urban character/layout, 2) historic buildings, 3)
appropriate mix of uses, 4) centrally located, 5)
accessible to open space and natural resources,
and 6) an environment ripe for economic investment and innovation. Stakeholder engagement
also identified the following five community
challenges: accessibility and lack of parking, not
pedestrian friendly, perception of stagnation due
to many commercial and ground floor vacancies,
lack of cohesive community identity, and an aging infrastructure. While considering many of the
assets and challenges the neighborhood faces,
the Plan identified a list of policies that looked to
address how to create spaces that foster creativity, innovation, accessibility, connectivity, cultural/economic authenticity, vibrancy, and affordability. A wide variety of Implementation Action
Steps were outlined in the Plan, ranging from
zoning changes, increased planning coordination between agencies/groups, eminent domain
strategies, high-leverage redevelopment sites,
housing option diversity, and improvements to
open space and waterfront areas. This Plan was
identified as being consistent with the City’s
POCD.

Setting the Stage

The Urban Renewal Plan for the Reed
Putnam Project Area was initially adopted
in 1983 and was later modified in 2007.
Similar to plans that would follow in years
to come, the Reed Putnam Plan (RPP)
prioritized the creation of mixed-use
development, improved connectivity,
increased housing opportunities, continued
historic preservation, and new vocational
training. Over the years, design guidelines
have been adopted in an effort to guide
development to produce the most desirable
and predictable results. Through design
concepts, the proposed guidelines included
the prioritization of utilizing natural on-site
systems, creation of desired urban patterns
and form, a focus on architectural context
and character, improved connectivity/
walkability/infrastructure, and increased
human interaction. Overall, almost every
recommendation that came from the RPP
remains consistent with the objectives in
the most recent POCD and other relevant
plans.
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East Norwalk TOD Plan

In 2020, the City of Norwalk published the East
Norwalk Neighborhood TOD Plan. The plan sets
the framework to revitalize the area surrounding the East Norwalk Station by encouraging
investment and creating better connections
through improved transportation alternatives
and corresponding infrastructure. Encouraged
by the recent spike in investment around the
South Norwalk and Merritt-7 Stations and public
and private plans for those areas, community stakeholders hope to invigorate the similar
revitalization in the East Norwalk Neighborhood.
The East Norwalk Neighborhood TOD Plan is
subdivided into four goals to meet the overarching vision and path for the future 1) Understand
the existing conditions in East Norwalk and the
impacts of those conditions on future options 2)
Engage community members, business owners, and stakeholders to elicit critical insight
for the development of a community driven
vision for the future of East Norwalk, 3) Develop
a path to achieve the community vision, and 4)
Provide tools to the City to achieve the recommendations of this plan. The plan provides a
comprehensive list of specific improvements in
its recommendations and provides a matrix for
their implementation.
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South Norwalk TOD
Redevelopment Plan

In 2016, the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency
completed the South Norwalk TOD Redevelopment Plan, which includes the South Norwalk
Redevelopment Area and the South Main Corridor
Redevelopment Area. As stated, “The purpose of
the South Norwalk TOD Redevelopment Plan is
to materially improve the conditions of the South
Norwalk area by encouraging the development
of complete, compact neighborhoods that draw
new residents and businesses within a socially
and economically diverse district centered on the
South Norwalk Metro-North Railroad Station.”
The boundary of the TOD Redevelopment area
includes two separate subareas: the TOD District
and the Lexington Avenue Neighborhood.
This Plan produced seven primary objectives: 1)
create a pedestrian friendly environment with
connections to compatible developments, 2)
create diversified housing stock, 3) provide housing that accommodates a wide range of income
levels, 4) encourage robust mixed-use development, 5) encourage a thoughtful and cohesive
built environment that improves connectivity,
6) enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity,
and 7) create a safe neighborhood for those who
live in, work in, and visit the District. The Plan
also defines a series of strategies to help Norwalk
achieve its goals for the study area, which fall
within the following categories: redevelopment,
housing and residential quality of life, pedestrian
environment and connections, and circulation
and parking. Regarding redevelopment, the Plan
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encourages RDA’s involvement in land banking
and property reorganization in an effort to unlock
public/private redevelopment of targeted sites.
This approach aims to position the district to
create moderate scale, mixed-use redevelopment close to the rail station via specific design
guidelines and help leverage City-owned land.
Regarding housing and residential quality of life,
the Plan recommends flexible zoning provisions
that streamline the conversion of nonconforming
office/commercial to provide for mixed-income
housing. Homeownership programs for properties within the rail station walkshed and improvements to bike/pedestrian infrastructure were also
suggested as strategies to address housing conditions and quality of life for residents. Pedestrian
environment and connections strategies focus on
improvements to bike/pedestrian infrastructure,
such as updating sidewalks, creation of paths,
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) ramps,
pedestrian scaled lighting, and an expansion of
the bicycle route network. These improvements
expect to facilitate accessibility and connectivity
from South Norwalk neighborhoods to commercial nodes and the Rail Station. Regarding circulation and parking, the Plan recommends a variety
of policy changes and public realm interventions,
which include public/private partnerships to provide additional parking amenities, secure grants
and consider gap financing for parking structures,
consider shuttle services for targeted locations,
and provide wayfinding signage to create a more
efficient flow for multi-modal transportation
options. The proposed policy and infrastructure
improvements are expected to lead to increased
net fiscal income and a higher quality of life for
the community. All recommendations identified
within the Plan have been deemed consistent
with the City’s POCD.

Setting the Stage

Norwalk Innovation Places
Strategic Plan
In 2016, South Norwalk was awarded a planning
grant by CT Next because it was identified as
essential to an Innovative Place because it had
the strongest combination of the following critical factors: proximity to transit, vibrant urban
character, entrepreneurial culture, and development character. The intent of CT Next Innovation
Places program is to build on the successes
of entrepreneurs and innovators in Connecticut and support their work to grow the state’s
innovation economy. As part of the planning
process, consultants completed an economic
baseline analysis and then engaged a wide variety of stakeholders to achieve three major goals:
1) develop a vision for innovation in Norwalk, 2)
identify the constellation of entrepreneurs, anchor institutions, and community leaders positioned to advance that vision, and 3) connect the
dots between them to leverage existing assets
and programs and create new opportunities to
develop talent and fuel innovation. Community
outreach was conducted over a series of public
events, which included a community-wide “Idea
Jam,” roundtable conversations with leaders
from the business and anchor institutions community, and one-on-one meetings and calls with
business entrepreneurs.
Because of the economic baseline analysis and
community engagement process, a vision for
South Norwalk’s Innovation District materialized. This vision is for the continued support
and development of entrepreneurs, business
start-ups, job training programs, and creative
projects in tech and non-tech start up, food and
beverage, digital marketing, media production,
and making/light manufacturing industries.
Strategies to achieve such support include continued engagement with invested partners, such
as the Northeast Community Innovation Corporation, the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency,
and Norwalk Community College. These entities
could link Norwalk with private sector investment opportunities, a place-based development authority, and vocational/entrepreneurial
training, creating synergies between community
and innovation. The vision also includes leveraging relationships with Norwalk institutions
like the Maritime Aquarium, South Norwalk
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Public Library, and Stepping Stones Museum for
Children, which offer potential partnerships for
research, programming/education, and job training. The Plan also identified the tech industry,
digital marketing/media, making/light manufacturing, and the food/food production industry, as
the four pillars of innovative opportunity. Each of
these pillars can be supported via incentive programs that attract business, policies that support flexible workspaces and uses, coordinated
programming and marketing, and the creation
of both Transit and Wi-Fi Connectivity Plans. The
Innovation Places Steering Committee will be
tasked with the management, implementation,
and performance metrics associated with the
Innovation Places Strategic Plan.
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2019-2020 Bike / Walk
Commission Strategic Plan
In 2017, the Norwalk Bike/Walk Commission
created their mission statement to “Support
bicycling and walking as safe, accessible, and
sustainable forms of transportation and recreation that increase the City of Norwalk’s livability
and economic vitality and improve public and
environmental health.” While hosting monthly
public meetings, the Commission established
six primary objectives: 1) Promote Complete
Streets programs and facilities for bicycles and
pedestrians in the City of Norwalk, 2) Review,
promote, and update the City of Norwalk’s Master Bicycle Plan, 3) Review, promote, update and
implement the City of Norwalk’s Pedestrian Plan,
4) Review and provide advice on transportation
and other projects having an impact on walking and biking in the City of Norwalk from the
earliest stage, 5) Coordinate and promote public
awareness campaigns, education, and events
related to bicycle and pedestrian issues, and 6)
Research funding opportunities to support the
mission of the Commission. The Bike/Walk Commission Strategic Plan is currently still underway
and will be another valuable planning document
to improve quality of life for Norwalk’s residents
and many visitors.
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Norwalk Demographic & Market Snapshot
Introduction

Income

Centrally located along Fairfield County’s Long
Island Sound coastline, Norwalk’s proximal accessibility to regional resources (LI Sound, NYC/
Stamford/Bridgeport, MetroNorth, Interstate
95/Route 15) is clearly one of the municipality’s greatest assets. Positioned on Long Island
Sound, Norwalk has embraced its marine economy while offering waterfront living, parks, public
beaches and marinas, historic areas, arts and
culture, and tourism opportunities.

According to Census data, Norwalk’s annual
median household income in 2015 was $76,987,
which is roughly 9% less than the $84,233 attributed to Fairfield County’s median household
income.

Population
According to 2010 Census data, Norwalk has a
population of 85,603 residents, a figure that has
grown to 87,701 in 2017 as a likely result of policy
efforts to increase density in targeted areas.
There are a total of 34,173 households, with an
average household size of 2.55 and an average
family size of 3.22.

Of the 169 Connecticut municipalities, Norwalk
median income ranks 107 (1=highest; 169=lowest).

Approximately 63% of residents are living with
families and 31% of residents live alone.

The National Low Income Housing Coalition calculates the adequate “housing wage” for areas,
which looks to quantify the hourly income needed to afford a typical two-bedroom apartment. In
the Stamford-Norwalk Metro Area, the housing
wage required $37.65/hour.

Age
Norwalk’s median age is 39.2, with 91.2 males
for every 100 females. The average median
native-born age is 36, with the average foreign-born age being 42. More recent data from
2016 studies showed that Norwalk was getting
younger with an average age of all residents
being 39.

According to 2010 Census data, 5.9% of Norwalk’s
population 16 years of age or older is unemployed. This number will have likely changed due
to a surge in temporary unemployment related
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Norwalk is one of five communities in Connecticut estimated to see a stagnant school-age
population between 2020 and 2030.
Norwalk’s 18,000 residents, who are 65 years
of age or older, are expected to increase by 5%
between 2020 and 2030.

Setting the Stage
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Race & Ethnicity

Renter Occupied Structures: 6% single family,
32% multi-family and <1% Mobile Homes.

According to the 2011-2015 American Community Survey, Norwalk was 55% White, 24% Hispanic, 14% Black or African American, 5% Asian,
2% Other/Multi-Racial, 0.1% Native American
and Alaska Native, and 0.1% Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander.
Norwalk’s diversity as a community makes it
an attractive place for residents from various
cultural and economic backgrounds to call their
home. Approximately 25% of the population is
foreign-born, with a large contingent of workage persons. Additionally, more than a third of
Norwalk’s foreign-born residents have achieved
bachelor’s degrees.

Renters occupy 71% of Norwalk’s 15,428
multi-family residences and owners occupy 89%
of its 18,559 single-family homes.

Age

In Norwalk, 22% of the housing stock was constructed prior to 1939, 44% was constructed
between 1940 and 1969, and the remaining 34%
constructed after 1970.
Census Bureau (2010) and ASC Estimates (2011Between 2010 and 2015, the nonwhite population in Norwalk increased from 28% to 31%.

Housing
Population

Norwalk’s housing stock consists of 54% single-family housing, 45% multi-family housing
and <1% is mobile homes. There are a total of
35,168 housing units, with an average household
size of 2.62. 31% are single person households.

Units in Structure by Tenure

Owner Occupied Structures: 48% single family,
13% multi-family and <1% Mobile Homes.
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Bedrooms

Most homes in Connecticut have three or more
bedrooms (37%), 22% having four or more bedrooms, and 42% having two or less bedrooms.
In Norwalk, 51% of homes have three or more
bedrooms, while 49% have two or less bedrooms.
Communities that have larger homes with more
bedrooms tend to offer fewer housing opportunities for a younger workforce and Baby Boomers
looking to downsize.

Affordability

In Connecticut, the value of homes has dramatically increased over the past 15 years, making
the dream of homeownership a challenging
proposition for many middle-class households.
In Norwalk, 49% of renters spend more than 30%
of their monthly income on housing, while 41%
of homeowners spend more than 30% of their
monthly income on housing. Often, households
that spend 30% or more of their monthly income
on housing find it challenging to cover the costs
of other needs like food, transportation, and
healthcare. There are 4,506 subsidized housing
units.

Section 2
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Home Values

In 2000, 8% of Norwalk homes were valued
under $150,000, compared to 5% today. The
median home value in Norwalk is now $410,000,
a significant increase of 64% since 2000.

Employment
Employment statistics have remained relatively stable over the past 20 years, increasing the
total from 44,570 jobs in 2002, to 45,469 jobs in
2015. Although stable, Norwalk has not returned
to its pre-2007 recession peak employment
figures, revealing a possible stalling of economic
recovery. It is anticipated that Norwalk will experience a temporary spike in unemployment in
early 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The largest single business sector in Norwalk
is healthcare and social assistance, at 14% of all
jobs, which is slightly below the metro area (15%)
and statewide (17%). The next largest job producing industry in Norwalk is retail trade, with 6,000
jobs, which is higher when compared to the
Stamford-Norwalk Metro Area and statewide.
Other major industries include, information,
finance, insurance, and professional/technical
services. At 10%, the higher share of jobs in the
information sector is a direct result of local software publishing firms. At only 3%, Norwalk has
a relatively small manufacturing industry when
compared to statewide averages. The highest
paying industries are finance and insurance
($103,204), management of companies and
enterprises ($100,662), and agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting ($100,625).

COMMUTERS
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Outreach
Although the focus of this effort is on the implementation of existing plans, an extensive outreach effort
was conducted to verify project assumptions and determine an appropriate division of responsibilities
among City departments. This section briefly summarizes the outreach efforts that were completed
during the strategic planning process.

Municipal Staff & Stakeholder Interviews
Individual meetings with municipal staff were
held throughout January and February 2020. The
Executive Director of the Agency, Brian Bidolli,
met with City leadership, department heads,
community groups, local stakeholders, and key
staff members to understand overall community
priorities and the context in which past plans
were developed. These interviews identified a
need to better define the role of redevelopment,
align agency operations with recent City reorganization efforts, and establish a clear division of
responsibilities among City departments. This
input was further utilized to structure the overall
strategic planning effort, and establish the plan’s
focus on the identification of community priorities and the implementation of key projects. To
ensure continuity of such dialogue throughout
the planning process a Technical and Community Advisory Committee was formed.

Technical Advisory Committee

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) was
composed of Adam Bovilsky, Norwalk Housing
Authority (NHA) Executive Director; Anthony
Carr, Chief of Operations and Public Works;
Sabrina Church, Director of Business Development and Tourism; Kathryn Hebert, Director of
Transportation, Mobility, and Parking; Tom Ivers,
Norwalk Housing Authority (NHA) Choice Neighborhoods Director; Laoise King, Chief of Staff to
the Mayor; Steve Kleppin, Director of Planning
and Zoning; Mayor Harry Rilling; Nick Roberts,
Director of Recreation and Parks; Vanessa
Valadares, Principal Engineer; Bill Ireland, Chief
Building Officer, Building Code Enforcement; and
Jessica Casey, Chief of Economic and Community Development.
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TAC Workshop #1 • June 2020
The first workshop with the Technical Advisory Committee was held on June 30, 2020 via
ZOOM. A pre-meeting survey was disseminated
to participants in which they were asked about
their knowledge of Norwalk projects and the
area, their priority issues in the City, and the desirability of various land uses. Outcomes of this
survey stressed the need for affordable housing,
and a citywide strategy for its implementation.
Additionally, respondents identified access to
parks, trails, waterfront and recreation as some
of the “best things about Norwalk.”
During the workshop, initiatives were discussed
under the outline of three pillars identified from
the pre-meeting survey results: Community &
Business Services, Infrastructure & Technology, and Housing & Real Estate Development.
Discussions largely revolved around the most
important planning initiatives for economic
development. Further defining and assigning
responsibilities for these planning initiatives was
found to be the largest area in need of improvement.
From a project perspective, Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) was deemed the highest priority area. That said, many participants
identified the need for an improved conceptual
understanding of TOD in the community. There
was general agreement that the waterfront has
been widely underutilized, and efforts should
be directed to identify access opportunities as
available. Additional focus was placed on the
need for enhanced neighborhood/rail connectivity, and the need to develop vacant and
underutilized lots. With regards to Infrastructure
& Technology, an emphasis was placed on green
infrastructure/Complete Streets, and participants agreed that this should be a priority area.
In addition, participants expressed interest in
advanced intelligent transportation solutions,
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such as an integrated transit app that gives people all multi-modal commute options including
connections and schedules.
Key notes on topics of Housing & Real Estate
Development included the underserved need of
affordable housing. Conversations elaborated
on the pre-meeting survey findings, noting the
waitlist for affordable housing is long, in some
cases extending for years. Representatives from
the Norwalk Housing Authority expressed the
need to rehab public housing and privatize as
appropriate. Participants also noted the need to
re-evaluate the land-use regulations that govern
industrial zones, and properties along the waterfront as pertinent to earlier conversations of
neighborhood-waterfront connectivity. Engineering and Construction emphasized a need
to be more attentive in the search and procurement of grants. There was group-wide interest
in creating tools to increase community involvement, educate residents and decision makers,
and promote the long-term benefits of planning
initiatives and strategies.

TAC Workshop #2 • September 2020
A second TAC workshop was held on September 16, 2020. Discussions focused on an initial
project action matrix compiled from the results
of all committee feedback and a comprehensive
review of past plans. Whereas the first round of
workshops sought to understand overall community priorities, the second round sought to
identify and rank actionable projects for implementation. The resulting action matrices are
included and discussed further in Section 3.

a few neighborhoods within the East Norwalk
TOD district. Job creation and addressing overall
office/retail vacancy was another top priority
consensus area.
Extensive conversation was had regarding Infrastructure & Technology. Specific street improvement projects were reviewed and ranked. It was
suggested the Agency could assist in developing urban core streetscape design guidelines.
Another high area of priority under this topic was
the need to underground utilities. With regards
to public transportation, the East Norwalk
Station and its connections to the urban core
was identified as a top priority. Utilization and
development of transit apps, citywide Wi-Fi, and
projects to help close the digital divide in low-income households were identified as additional
priorities.
The Housing & Real Estate Development pillar
remained overwhelmingly concerned with meeting the need of affordable housing. Participants
agreed on the need to coordinate with the Agency to develop a citywide affordable housing plan.
Concerns of gentrification have exacerbated this
need to provide quality housing to vulnerable
populations. Connecticut statute 8-30j which
mandates an affordable housing plan must be
revised by the municipality every five years was
discussed.

The first category discussed during the workshop was Community & Business Services. It
was suggested the Agency could become the
primary source for leading economic impact assessments for the City. Both residents and city
officials are looking for answers to the question,
“what is the city gaining financially from all these
developments?” Having an internal reporting
and review process would promote transparency
and provide a better understanding of the financial implications of future development. Various
financial programs and policies were discussed
including the potential for Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts and entrepreneurial programs.
The façade improvement program remained a
top priority, with specific interest in targeting

Setting the Stage
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Community Advisory Committee

The Community Advisory Committee was comprised of City Council Members representing
various Districts and RDA Board Members: Barbara Smyth, Council President; David Heuvelman and Kadeem Roberts, District A Members;
Darlene Young, District B; John Kydes, District
C; Tom Keegan, District D Minority Leader; Tom
Livingston and Margaret Shanahan, District E
Members; and David Westmoreland, William
Speirs, Felix Serrano, Lisa Cooper and John Igneri, RDA Board.

CAC Workshop #1 • June 2020
The first Community Advisory Committee Workshop took place via ZOOM on June 30, 2020 and
followed the same format and presentation as
the Technical Advisory Committee. Initiatives
were discussed under the outline of the three
pillars identified from the pre-meeting survey
results and agreed upon in TAC Workshop #1:
Community & Business Services, Infrastructure
& Technology, and Housing & Real Estate Development. Discussions were largely related to
initiative implementation and obstacles as well
as technical areas for improvement.
Under the Community & Business Services pillar,
four categories were discussed as high priority
areas for the City. Historic preservation was a top
priority for all participants, stressing the need
to protect components of the built environment
that make Norwalk unique. The 1950 flood and
the subsequent loss of historic structures was
specifically noted. Attention was also given to
the need for multi-cultural and minority business support, noting a gap in support for these
groups and barriers that prevent minorities from
being a part of larger citywide engagements.
TOD was also an area of interest for the Committee, stressing the need for a more stimulating
quality of life that can attract younger residents
to the area. Similar to feedback presented by the
Technical Advisory Committee, the underutilization of Norwalk’s waterfront was a key focus
of the Committee. All agreed that the lack of
accessibility and connectivity to the waterfront
was a missed opportunity and is not meeting its
potential. The Committee also expressed that
parking infrastructure should not be the focal
point of any area. It was recommended that
efforts should be made that allow the commu-
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nity to think of themselves as pedestrians, not
drivers, through design and education.
Participants further stressed the need for
affordable housing and discussed the benefits
of a diverse housing stock. Live/work developments were considered as a viable alternative to
more traditional housing options, noting these
units may be especially desirable due to changing trends as result of Covid-19. Furthermore,
the committee felt that housing developers in
Norwalk should understand the City’s priority of balancing economic, environmental, and
social benefits of each development proposal.
Concerns regarding gentrification, eliminating
clustered poverty, and support for low-income
homebuyer assistance programs were also discussed. Finally, all Community Advisory Committee members agreed that the top priority from a
leadership standpoint is the need for transparency and improved communication between the
Agency and the City.

CAC Workshop #2 • September 2020
As part of the second round of Workshops held
in September 2020, the Community Advisory
Committee expanded on their previous discussions of top priorities to be addressed in the
Strategic Plan. Central to discussions was the
matrix chart the Agency compiled from initial
discussions, surveys, and evaluation from all
committees and past plans. The final version of
the matrix referenced in this workshop can be
found in Section 3 – Actionable Projects (Re: Invent). There are separate matrixes for each pillar.
The first pillar, Community & Business Services,
yielded discussions on a wide range of priority
areas. Participants discussed the need for an
industrial plan of which industrial land use has
widely been forgotten in recent plans. Additional
plans for waterfront connection and utilization improvement is forefront in the Council’s
priorities. They noted the need for these improvements in both districts of the urban core,
the Wall Street District and South Norwalk,
and added this was a top priority for Norwalk’s
coastline as a whole. In connection with revitalizing the waterfront, more attention should be
paid to arts and culture. Historic preservation
was again a high prioritization topic. Norwalk is
not a Certified Local Government Designation.
While we have a historic district (the Town Green
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District) there is no committee to oversee it or
provide design review. It was additionally noted
that the Norwalk Preservation Trust is currently
composed of and maintained by volunteers. This
is not sustainable, especially as David Westmoreland nears the end of his 10 year commitment.
The City is going to need preservation staff to
maintain this initiative as a top priority area. The
Community Advisory Committee additionally
discussed the priority of financial analysis and
modeling as a top priority for transparency and
general best practices. They specified that Brian
Bidolli has done well with this so far.
Infrastructure & Technology produced the most
expansive conversation of the workshop. A
high cause for concern was the lack of funding
dedicated to parks and open spaces from the
City. Per the Agency survey, parks and open
spaces are considered one of Norwalk’s best
attributes and attractions. A citywide parks plan
was indicated as a priority and, as previously
mentioned, in connection with a waterfront
connectivity plan, Norwalk is in an ideal position geographically to expand these attributes.
A second priority area, Complete Streets, was
discussed at length. A Citywide Complete
Streets Plan is on the horizon for 2021. General
traffic structures and improvements were noted
as well as the need for updated traffic studies.
Road diets should be a central goal for traffic
calming measures as well as creating pedestrian-friendly places. Participants brought up the
implementation of a city ordinance that would
mandate every street improvement be reviewed
with Complete Streets in mind. One participant
suggested making developers responsible for
implementing complete street initiatives as they
do with sidewalks. More discussion is needed on
this as it is not feasible to implement complete
street design in fragments. Additional input
noted this could be embedded into the Department of Public Works. Streets are designed by
traffic engineers who understand cars, not people. Planning is an integral part of street design
and the purpose of Complete Streets includes
planning for all users; bikers, pedestrians, public
transit, and vehicles. West Avenue was specifically mentioned as an area in desperate need
of street calming measures as well as general
improvements for bike safety and connection
between South Norwalk and West-Wall.
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With regards to housing and development,
specific sites were discussed and prioritized
for redevelopment. Foremost, the YMCA site
on West Avenue was noted as high importance
as it is a gateway site for the City. The council
has previously jumped through hoops to get
the site under new ownership and redeveloped,
but it still sits untouched. Twenty-four Belden
Avenue, the Riverview Plaza, is also a top priority
as it provides a large opportunity for the WestWall district. A suggestion was brought up to
move the library to this location as a solution for
expansion. It has also previously been suggested
to bring in a higher education institution to this
location. Community Advisory Committee participants recognized that no matter its end use,
it is in grave need of redevelopment. Additional
discussions of sites/plans in the works, including
Loemann’s, Webster Street Lot, Colonial Village
Expansion, and SoNo TOD maintain pressure
for completion. A citywide housing strategy/
affordable housing plan remains essential to the
progression of the City. Participants additionally
mentioned the need to educate people on why
apartments are good and necessary. Brian Bidolli
assured that a large education plan will be a part
of this Strategic Plan.
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Developers Workshop • September
2020
A workshop was held with active Norwalk developers and business leaders including representatives from Brookfield Properties, Building and
Land Technologies, Beinfield Architecture, the
Greater Norwalk Chamber of Commerce, Marcus
Partners, M.F. DiScala & Co., Seligson Properties,
and Workforce Partners. This workshop sought
to establish a list of priority areas in Norwalk’s
developmental progress and identify shared
goals and initiatives between the Agency and
developers.
While participants agreed on the importance of
public involvement in the development process,
they noted the need for education on various
development and planning topics to extract the
most valuable comments and concerns from
the public. Developers mutually agreed that
the circulation of misinformation is the largest
obstacle when dealing with public concerns. A
fear of increased density in high traffic areas and
school population burdens are among the most
common concerns.
Developers discussed the need to identify funding sources and special district designations
that provide incentives and aid for new development such as TIF district and Enterprise Zones.
It was further noted Norwalk has a large industrial base and current development and policies
are “zoning out” these businesses. TOD leaves
little room or consideration for industrial land
uses as it prioritizes residential and commercial.
As industrial land is displaced in areas of Norwalk, specifically SoNo and the waterfront, there
needs to be a plan for it to preserve its economic
contributions. ICAP (Industrial & Commercial
Abatement Program) in NYC was noted as a po-
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tential model. Developers differed in their views
on the need for ground floor retail (GFR) in development projects with one developer dismissing
the need for new developments to include GFR,
while others disagreed and advocated the need
for active streets.
The group further suggested efforts need to be
made for better communication between developers and City Committees. The largest point of
conversation under this topic was the need for
DOT involvement and for the Redevelopment
Agency to advocate for their involvement. Traffic
concerns by commissioners and residents is
often a major reason for public pushback on a
project. Often, traffic is an existing issue created
by DOT design and neglect. If the City says development is a priority and there are concerns over
traffic and flow, the City should be working to
get DOT involved. Traffic is not a development or
density problem, but rather a DOT design issue.
Developers have come up with plans for these
roads, but if proposed, they are pushed back on
the developer to implement. Developers are willing to design plans for DOT but they should not
be financially responsible for their implementation. Development on Glover Avenue is currently
dealing with this situation.
In terms of specific developments, participants
of the Developers’ Workshop made their intentions very clear that infill and blight development
are key areas of opportunity to enhance neighborhoods, noting specifically the priority areas of
two parcels; 24 Belden Avenue (Riverview Plaza)
and the YMCA Building on West Avenue. Developers noted both locations as neglected and
detrimental to the progress of the West-Wall
Redevelopment district.
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Workshop • September 2020

A few members of the Planning & Zoning Commissions met to discuss the Agency’s Strategic
Plan on September 30, 2020. Conversations
provided new perspective on priority areas
and potential projects within Norwalk’s urban
core. A primary theme of the conversation was
placemaking to include enhanced street activation, maintenance, neighborhood branding and
Complete Streets. A strong desire for a comprehensive and cohesive wayfinding plan was
expressed for all neighborhoods. Participants
noted that this is a largely missed opportunity,
and suggested the RDA could take a proactive
goal in this regard. The group felt Norwalk has a
solid foundation with its location on the water,
open space throughout the City, and historical
character. They agreed these are all elements
that should be expanded on for the City to meet
its full potential. Additional discussion regarding an interest in a clear separation of duties
between the City and Redevelopment Agency
occurred with reference to the action matrices
to be included in the Strategic Plan.

Setting the Stage
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“

Given the depth and quality
of existing citywide plans,
our work is focused on the
prioritization of key projects for
implementation.

Section 3
Shared Goals, One Future

Actionable
Projects

Strategic Plan

Shared Goals, One Future

Actionable Projects
A Re:Invented Norwalk considers how operations and goals are
carried out through actionable projects. Restructuring, expanding, and
implementing current initiatives and infrastructure will allow for more
effective use of Agency resources and revitalization efforts.

During the Strategic Plan outreach process,
there was a strong interest in increasing coordination between the Redevelopment Agency
and the City of Norwalk. With the creation of the
City’s new Office of Economic and Community
Development, a new opportunity has arisen to
better define and distribute economic development responsibilities, and leverage the relative
strengths of each department. Initial discussions with staff revealed many of the community and business support services traditionally
provided by the Agency had been absorbed by
the City as part of their recent reorganization
efforts. This presented an opportunity to comprehensively examine the shared responsibilities
between the City and the Agency, and mutually
identify our respective strengths and expand the
services and support offered by the Agency.
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Given the wide range of programs and services managed by the City and the Agency, a
comprehensive inventory and ranking system
was developed to evaluate projects within the
context of the Strategic Plan. The first step involved a comprehensive inventory of all existing
projects included as part of previously approved
Agency or City Plans. From there, a preliminary
action matrix of all implementation projects was
developed and reviewed by City staff and community leaders. Discussions regarding individual
and group priorities led to the organization of
the action matrix under three distinct pillars.
Community & Business Services represents the
traditional project management and City supported activities performed by the Agency. Infrastructure & Technology represent opportunities
to support large-scale investment in our City’s
infrastructure, and attract new federal and state
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investment through coordinated advocacy. The
final category, Housing & Real Estate Development, was designed around the shared interest
in proactively pursuing the redevelopment of
strategic infill sites throughout the City.
Once the existing implementation projects were
assigned to their respective categories, discussions regarding prioritization and division of
project responsibilities were held with the Technical and Community Advisory Committees. This
process established a clear separation among
certain tasks, and revealed new opportunities for
project development and coordination. During
these conversations, a focus was placed on how
to best leverage the respective strengths of the

Agency and the City, and identify ways to organize our collective assets to derive maximum
value. Despite the perceived separation of the
Agency and City, it was clear all participants
maintained common goals and desired to move
the City of Norwalk toward a unified future.
The results of these discussions are included
as follows, with detailed project descriptions
designed for inclusion in future agency work
programs.

Our Focus

Actionable Projects
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Strategic Plan

Task

1

Community
& Business Services

Norwalk is home to a diverse community of residents
and businesses. When the community requires services
and assistance, the Agency works with interested parties to help navigate the local development processes, assist with project financing, and develop creative
strategies for strategic investment.

TASK 1.1 • Policy
Development &
Advocacy
The Agency has an important role
to play in developing public policy
that will advance the goals of the
Agency, its Board of Commissioners, and partner organizations.
The Agency, as a community and
business service provider, should
develop and advocate for legislation that support its efforts to
assist residents, organizations,
and business interests in Norwalk.
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Historic Preservation

Engage State & Federal
Preservation Agencies

State and federal preservation agencies like
Preservation Connecticut, State Historic Preservation Office of Connecticut, and the National
Parks Service provide technical assistance, financing, and guidelines for historic preservation
work. The Agency can benefit from coordinating
with state and federal preservation agencies to
envision a Mathews Park master plan, historic
façade improvement programs, and future preservation efforts in the City.

Develop Historic Preservation Plan

Norwalk lacks a Historic Preservation Plan to
provide a comprehensive understanding of the
City’s historic resources, identification of priorities, and approach to preservation. Develop
a Historic Preservation Plan to establish policies, practices, and criteria for preservation of
buildings and sites important to the history of
Norwalk. A plan will assist in identifying any historic and cultural resources that have not been
inventoried, assessing their current status, and
recognizing issues and opportunities to better protect those resources, including funding
opportunities. It will establish policies, practices, and criteria for preservation of buildings
and sites important to the history of Norwalk.
Archaeological resources should also be included in the preservation plan. Prepare and submit
buildings and districts for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places and State Register of
Historic Places as part of the Historic Preservation Plan. Identify potential local historic districts and work with property owners to explain

Actionable Projects

the advantages and responsibilities of being in
a local historic district. As part of the Historic
Preservation Plan, develop priority categories
or criteria for historic properties outside of local
historic districts to be used in preservation efforts and demolition delay cases.

Protect & Enhance Historic
Structures

Norwalk contains several local, state, and
national historic districts, a registry of historic
resources, and a number of properties eligible
for future listing. Norwalk’s tourism industry, real
estate market, and cultural life are intrinsically
tied to the preservation, repair, and maintenance
of these historic buildings, properties, and sites,
which help define Norwalk’s unique character
and sense of place.
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Strategic Plan
Arts & Culture

Develop Arts & Culture Plan

Develop a strategic plan for arts and culture that
is focused on enhancing Norwalk’s identity as a
destination for arts and culture. This plan should
include an analysis of the current and potential
economic contribution of arts and culture to
Norwalk.
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Artist Community Engagement &
Programming

Norwalk has a vibrant arts community made up
of muralists, gallery owners, and independent
artists who work full- and part-time producing,
selling, and displaying their arts and craftwork. In
particular, engaging with the SoNo artist community can be a vital component of filling and
activating empty storefronts, beautifying the
community, and cultivating a diverse population
of residents.
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Action Matrix • Task 1.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
LEAD
AGENCY

EXISTING/
NEW

SOURCE

Engage State & Federal Preservation Agencies

R

E

P

Develop Historic Preservation Plan

R

N

P

Protect & Enhance Historic Structures

R

E

S

Develop Arts & Culture Plan

C

N

P

Artist Community Engagement & Programming

C

N

S

DESCRIPTION
Historic Preservation

Arts & Culture

Legend
LEAD AGENCY

SOURCE

R

Redevelopment Agency

P

Plan of Conservation & Development

C

City of Norwalk

S

SoNo TOD Plan

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Actionable Projects
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TASK 1.2 • Financial &
Development Support
Services
To better ensure that the City is fairly compensated for
land when selling it to private developers, the Agency can support analysis and data to inform the land
development process. Assessing the potential impacts
of development can help inform policy to derive the
maximum public good from private investment.

Economic Analysis

Financial Modeling

Private real estate developers often seek to
maximize the market value of residential and
commercial developments. This can sometimes
lead to buildings that are out of character with
their surroundings, inundate streets with traffic,
and lead to community disapproval. The Agency,
working with the City of Norwalk, wants to gen-
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erate tax revenue for the City, while also meeting
environmental and social goals. Financial modeling of prospective real estate development
options can help to understand the tax revenue
and spatial implications of different development options to ensure optimal performance of
development projects.
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Economic Impact Assessments

Infrastructure investments, tax deferrals, and
zoning relief, if deployed wisely, can generate
immediate and long-term positive economic
outcomes. Economic Impact Assessments look
at a variety of factors including tax revenue,
infrastructure maintenance costs, and property
values to help inform decisions about development projects.

GIS Analysis / Data Warehouse

Geographic Information System (GIS) Analysis
can help locate infrastructure projects and development opportunities by layering transportation, land use, topographic, and other data that
can be collected and stored for future analysis.

Development Incentives

Façade Improvement Program

Help fund façade improvement projects on commercial, institutional, and residential buildings
located in the City of Norwalk, and listed or eligible for listing as a local, state, or national historic
resource. Work to make sure projects conform to
Federal Historic Preservation standards.

Tax Incentives Policies

Make tax incentive policies consistent and
transparent. This also includes leveraging newly
designated Opportunity Zones, deciding on the
future of the proposed Innovation District in
Norwalk Center, and determining whether (or
not) to continue the Enterprise Zone in SoNo.

Enterprise Zone Administration

Provide support to the City of Norwalk staff to
help attract and retain businesses and employers in the City’s Enterprise Zone through tax
assessment deferral incentives.

Actionable Projects

Opportunity Zones

Introduce investors to Norwalk’s Opportunity
Zones, designated geography where investors
can defer taxes on any prior capital gains invested in a Qualified Opportunity Fund. Qualified
Opportunity Funds can invest in real estate or
businesses within designated geographies.

Entrepreneurship Microgrant
Program

With funding requested through the FY22 Budget Process, the Entrepreneurship Microgrant
Program will be an educational course provided
by a consulting firm at the direction of the City
of Norwalk. Upon completion of the program,
applicants will receive a small grant from the
City of Norwalk to assist with initial startup
costs and will also receive one-on-one lifetime
mentorship. The purpose of the program is to organically grow new businesses in Norwalk and to
start a local support system for those wishing to
open a business to support the economic vitality
of Norwalk.
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Review Local Property Tax Deferral
& Abatement Programs

Norwalk Center Main Street
Program

Provide support, advice, and expertise to inform
changes in how the City of Norwalk deploys
local property tax abatements and deferrals
to promote affordable housing and economic
opportunity.

Access the city’s existing Storefront Improvement Program for Wall Street/West Avenue and
SoNo improvements. Continue small business
support for property owners by offering matching grants for façade improvements that meet
basic design and quality criteria. Upgrades to
the physical condition of buildings will positively
influence the perception of the neighborhood.
Storefronts, signage, windows, and façade restoration are critical elements to address.

Storefront Activation Programs

Continue storefront activation programs to help
provide vibrancy and near-term momentum for
SoNo and Wall Street.

Action Matrix • Task 1.2 Financial & Development Support Services
LEAD
AGENCY

EXISTING/
NEW

SOURCE

Financial Modeling

R

N

Co

Economic Impact Assessments

R

N

Co

GIS Analysis / Data Warehouse

C/R

N

Co

C/R

E

P

Tax Incentives Policies

C

N

P

Enterprise Zone Administration

C

E

Co

Opportunity Zones

C

E

P

Entrepreneurship Microgrant Program

C

E

P

Review Local Property Tax Deferral & Abatement Programs

C

N

Co

Storefront Activation Programs

C

E

P

Norwalk Center Main Street Program

C

E

Co

DESCRIPTION
Economic Analysis

Development Incentives
Façade Improvement Program

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co
P

Committee Recommendation
Plan of Conservation & Development

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
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E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Section 3

2020-2025

TASK 1.3 •
Marketing &
Business Outreach
Small businesses often seek help to
relocate, start-up, or expand their
business may require assistance in locating available real estate, navigating
local approval processes, and applying
for funding opportunities. The Agency
can help businesses through these
efforts, while promoting economic
development in the City. The Agency
can play a role in identifying and pursuing opportunities.

Business Recruitment

Target Multi-State & Regional Businesses for Relocation
Norwalk has access to a highly-trained labor
force, is located within commuting distance
to a large labor market, and has an opportunity for workforce development among existing residents. To continue to develop Norwalk
economically, attracting businesses to the City

Actionable Projects

must be part of a comprehensive strategy along
with retaining and growing existing businesses.
Norwalk has commercial parks near highways
and opportunities for walkable, urban commercial development to accommodate a variety of
businesses that will complement the City.
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Strategic Plan
Attract Higher Education Institution to Downtown
Norwalk embraces lifelong learning through
public-private partnerships. Our schools and
Norwalk Community College promote educational achievement to create a highly-qualified
workforce for 21st-century jobs. Norwalk seeks
a strong higher education presence in its urban

center to spark art, innovation, and activity.
This could be Norwalk Community College or
another college or university presence. Business
or art departments or special centers are often
particularly successful in bringing more vitality
to downtowns.

Multi-cultural & Minority
Business Support

Evaluate Business Outreach
Initiatives & Roundtables

Implement a business outreach initiative to better understand and anticipate employer needs
and opportunities (in coordination with the
Chamber). Promote and support multi-cultural
businesses and institutions that are inherent
components of diverse neighborhoods. Support
can include business loans, façade renovation
grants, advertising campaigns, technical assistance, and publicity.
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Track & Promote Incentives with
CERC

Track and evaluate development and business
incentives, partnering with the Connecticut
Economic Resource Center (CERC) to set clear
criteria and project scoring based on job creation, private investment, ROI, and more.

Section 3

2020-2025
Local Business Retention

“Blue Ribbon Panel” of Local
Business Owners & Developers

Support a “blue ribbon panel” of local business
owners, including businesses at Merritt 7, SoNo,
Norwalk Center and other areas to provide recommendations for Norwalk to attract businesses to the City.

Actionable Projects

Wayfinding Signage Improvements
Promote a comprehensive wayfinding signage
system that incorporates signage for major
destinations, street names, public parking,
bike paths, bus transit, and other signage.
Use signage as a means to enhance distinct
neighborhood identities and placemaking. Take
advantage of emerging web-based technologies
and cell phone/GPS-based mapping programs.
Once a new system is implemented, remove all
pre-existing signage to avoid duplication and
clutter.
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Action Matrix • Task 1.3 Marketing & Business Outreach
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Business Recruitment
Target Multi-State & Regional Businesses for Relocation

C/R

N

Co

C

E

P

Evaluate Business Outreach Initiatives & Roundtables

C

N

P

Track & Promote Incentives with CERC

C

E

P

"Blue Ribbon Panel" of Local Business Owners & Developers

C

E

P

Wayfinding Signage Improvements

C

E

P

Attract Higher Education Institution to Downtown

Multi-cultural and Minority Business Support

Local Business Retention

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co
P

Committee Recommendation
Plan of Conservation & Development

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
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E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Section 3

2020-2025

Task

2

Infrastructure
& Technology

Infrastructure & Technology support existing users
and provide a framework for future private investment.
Technological advances occur rapidly, and our infrastructure should adapt over time over as services and
utilities evolve.

TASK 2.1 • Policy
Development &
Advocacy
Advocating for policies that
promote the integration of technology and infrastructure will help
Norwalk compete for business
investment while meeting the
needs of its residents. Policies
should be practical and implementable in increments that will
lead to the delivery of infrastructure projects in a timely and cost
effective manner.

Actionable Projects
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Policy Development

Engage State & Federal Agencies
for Key Projects

Local experiences in business development,
economic growth, and real estate investing can
help to inform state and federal policies that can
respond to local challenges and provide grant
opportunities to address those challenges.

Economic Development Working
Group

Continue efforts to attract, retain, and grow
businesses; make investments in infrastructure;
and coordinate real estate development projects
so that efforts are not duplicated or oppositional to a broader citywide and regional vision.
Continue engagement with working groups of
business professionals, planners, and economic
development administrators to help inform unified efforts to attract, retain, and grow business
in Norwalk.
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Citywide Transportation Master
Plan

Ongoing coordination between The City of Norwalk, Norwalk Transit District, and the Agency to
implement the Citywide Transportation Master
Plan, and coordinate investments and plans
for multimodal transportation services and
infrastructure throughout the City and region.
Routine street maintenance, major development projects, utilities maintenance, and street
calming measures ought to include multimodal
transportation investments in coordination with
a master plan.

Wall Street / West Ave Complete
Streets Plan

As major thoroughfares through Norwalk, Wall
Street and West Avenue ought to be practical,
safe, and reasonably convenient to traverse by
foot, bus, bike, and car. As major connections
between Norwalk’s commercial districts, complete street measures must aid in the visual
and physical connection between destinations.
Intersections must be safe for pedestrians to
cross, sidewalks should be enjoyable to occupy,
and multimodal transportation infrastructure
ought to be built.

Section 3

2020-2025
Grant Management

Integrate Local & Regional Funding
Process

The Agency ought to integrate local and regional
funding processes when applying for and implementing grants.

Coordinate with State Agencies on
Funding Priorities
Advocate for funding opportunities that prioritize infrastructure and development projects
that will most benefit Norwalk, Fairfield County,
and Connecticut. Norwalk is well-positioned to
help drive Connecticut’s economy over the next
several decades and state investment opportunities ought to reflect that.

Actionable Projects

Identify Sources of State & Federal
Revenue for Infrastructure

In addition to advocating for new and improved
funding opportunities, the Agency ought to
identify existing grants and investment opportunities already offered by the state and federal
government for infrastructure projects that will
address issues and create a framework for future
growth.
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Action Matrix • 2.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Policy Development
Engage State & Federal Agencies for Key Projects

R

N

Co

Economic Development Working Group

R

E

Co

Citywide Transportation Master Plan

C

E

Co

Wall Street / West Ave Complete Streets Plan

C

N

Co

Integrate Local & Regional Funding Process

R

N

Co

Coordinate with State Agencies on Funding Priorities

R

N

Co

Identify Sources of State & Federal Revenue for Infrastructure

R

N

Co

Grant Management

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co

Committee Recommendation

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
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E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Section 3

2020-2025

TASK 2.2 •
Infrastructure &
Technology
As commuting patterns and travel
modes continue to change and
demands for recreational opportunities increase, Norwalk’s
existing infrastructure will need to
accommodate new users and new
ways of traveling. To help integrate
multimodal transportation infrastructure into the City’s network
of streets and paths, the Agency
can help plan for the future of citywide investments in Norwalk.

Actionable Projects
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Bicycle / Pedestrian
Infrastructure Improvements

Bicycle Intersection
Accommodations

Install bicycle boxes on West Avenue at the
following signalized intersections: North Main
Street, Orchard Street, Leonard Street, and Wall
Street.

Bike Signage

The presence of signage could encourage
bicyclists to ride in the roadway rather than on
the sidewalk, and also educate motorists to
share the roadway safely. On streets designated
with sharrows, or shared lane pavement markings, the inclusion of ‘Share the Road’ signs will
promote and encourage safer bicycling. Install
bike route markers and bike warning signs along
these streets.

Bike Racks & Parking Facilities

Install well-designed bike racks near the following corridor destinations: 55-77 Water Street;
SoNo (Washington Street); Libraries in SoNo
and Wall Street Districts; Post Offices in SoNo
and Wall Street Districts; and all new development sites. Coordinate with functional public art
installations to make bike racks appealing and
central to placemaking initiatives.

Bike / Walk Commission

Expand Bike Network & Facilities

Study participants indicated a need for traffic
calming so that bicycle safety could be maximized.

Golden Hill Neighborhood
Staircases

Improve pedestrian safety and connectivity by
building new and repairing existing staircases in
the Golden Hill neighborhood.

Henry Street Sidewalk

Henry Street provides a cross-district connector.
The Henry Street connection should be featured
as a cross district pedestrian connection with
enhanced sidewalk and crosswalks.

Norwalk River Valley Trail

Complete “missing link” sections of the Norwalk River Valley Trail and Harbor Loop Trail. The
regional 30-mile multi-use trail is an intricate
piece of infrastructure which serves as a means
of both transportation and recreation within the
greater Norwalk area. Completion of missing
sections and increased wayfinding are a priority
to the further utilization of the trail and the Bike/
Walk Commission Strategic Plan and Norwalk’s
Connectivity Master Plan efforts.

Capitalize on Norwalk’s bicycling community
by helping with the creation of a local advocacy
group.
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Section 3

2020-2025
Street
Infrastructure Improvements

Street Infrastructure
Improvements

Infrastructure improvement projects are continuously underway across the City. The City and
the Agency request funding for infrastructure
projects as part of the five-year capital budgeting process. In addition, the City and the Agency
receive funds through grant programs from the
state and federal governments in support of infrastructure projects. Examples of infrastructure
projects include, but are not limited to:

North Ave, Cross Street & Route 1
Plan for streetscape, roadway, infrastructure,
and transportation investments along Cross
Street, North Avenue, and Route 1 in Norwalk.

Washington Street

With funding support from the State of Connecticut, the City will undertake a sidewalk and
street reconstruction project from MLK Drive
to Main Street, paint bike sharrows, and create
elevated crosswalks with curb extensions and
a gateway at Water Street. The design work for
this project has been completed and the project
is anticipated to begin in summer 2021.

Actionable Projects

Street Improvements, in
Coordination with Private
Developers

Working in partnership with private developers,
the south side of Monroe Street between the
East Station entrance and Chestnut Street, as
well as the area between Monroe Street and
Henry along Chestnut Street, will be upgraded with sidewalk repaving, increased lighting,
streetscaping, and pedestrian amenities.

Complete Streets

Support Complete Streets policies and integrate
Complete Streets principles into street design
guidelines, standards, and other construction
guides. Complete Streets are streets for everyone; they are designed and operated to enable
safe access for all users, including pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists, and transit riders of all ages
and abilities.

Safe Routes to School, Sidewalks,
Protected Crosswalks and Bike
Lanes

Each year, the City requests funding through
the Capital Budget process to design and install
sidewalks, protected crosswalks and bike lanes
across the City. Current focus areas include
Highland Avenue at Flax Hill and the Artistic
Crosswalk to be installed at Connecticut Avenue
and West Avenue. Each year, new projects are
identified for investment.
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Vision Zero

Implementing a Vision Zero policy to eliminate
all traffic fatalities and severe injuries, while increasing safe, healthy, and an equitable mobility
platform for all roadway users. A citywide implementation of the Vision Zero initiative means
that roadway system designers and policymakers recognize that traffic deaths and serious
injuries are preventable through proper engineering, enforcement, evaluation, community
engagement, and education.

East Norwalk TOD Study

Coordinate with the City on implementing this
plan, adopted in October 2020.
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Section 3

2020-2025
Rail Station & Neighborhood
Connection Improvements

South Norwalk Intermodal Center

It was the City’s and Norwalk Transit District’s
goal to develop a fully integrated intermodal facility to encourage and promote optimal,
safe, and seamless connections between a
variety of transportation modes including rail,
bus, shuttles, taxis, automobiles, and bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. The South Norwalk
intermodal facility will be designed to promote
additional development and TOD in the area.
While respecting the existing neighborhood
community and culture, the facility will act as an
anchor to other development centers within the
City of Norwalk and promote the development
of housing and amenities that are affordable,
sustainable, and beneficial to the community.
In an effort to encourage and promote public
transit usage, decrease regional traffic congestion, and redevelop the area surrounding the
station, a preliminary TOD study was performed
for the area surrounding the station. The report
findings establish that the intermodal station
will support the development of mixed-income,
high-density housing; retail, and other amenities
located on the station site and in the surrounding area.

Transform Pulse Point

There is a significant opportunity to redevelop
a vacant office building site adjacent to Norwalk Transit District’s Pulse Point for mixed use
development with ground floor uses that provide
passenger amenities and services with residential, commercial and/or shared work space
above.

Wall Street Station / Rail between
SoNo and Merritt 7

Continue to encourage the development of
vibrant transit-oriented districts within walking
distance of the South Norwalk, East Norwalk,
and Merritt 7 train stations.

Improve Access to Yankee Doodle
Garage
Improve vehicle access into and egress out of
the parking garage.

Merritt 7 Rail Station
Improvements

The City is coordinating state-funded improvements to Merritt 7 Rail Station.

East Ave Rail Station
Improvements

The City is coordinating state-funded improvements to East Ave Rail Station.

Actionable Projects
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Bus & Intelligent
Transportation Systems

WHEELS Bus Real-Time Info

Building off the mobile app and electronic
display board in the eastbound station, provide
real-time information for WHEELS buses.

WHEELS Pre-Purchase Tickets

Provide an option to pre-purchase WHEELS tickets at the Rail Station.

WHEELS Route 10

Improve the headway for WHEELS Route 10 and
Reconfigure Route 10 to create two stops at the
Rail Station.

Transit Circulator / Micro Transit

Implement a high frequency (10-minutes or less)
electric or low-emitting transit circulator service
along West Avenue.
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Bus Prioritization (Queue Jump
Lanes, Signal Pre-emption, etc.)

For the Circulator route, the transit vehicle will
share a lane with regular traffic, but could be given priority over cars at key locations. For example, traffic intersections that cause large delays
for buses may be candidates for queue jump
lanes. These are auxiliary bus only right hand
lanes of a relatively short length (200’-500’)
which enable buses to bypass delayed traffic and
wait for a green signal at the stop line. In many
cases, the inclusion of a queue jump lane would
require the removal of some on-street parking to
provide the necessary space for the lane.
Queue jump lanes can also be used for right
turning traffic and are often combined with Bus
Signal Priority (BSP) so that the traffic signal
knows to allow the bus through the intersection
before the general traffic is given the green light.

Section 3

2020-2025
Hospital Shuttle

Enrich existing fixed-route bus service with
smaller shuttles servicing the Norwalk Hospital.
This service would add more frequency to transit
along West Avenue and provide improved access
to a major employer disconnected from the
downtown.

Enhanced Bus Stops

HAWK Signals

HAWK signals allow pedestrians to cross on
demand by pushing a button that changes the
overhead lights. Each Budget year, the City
requests funds that support intersection enhancements, such as the installation of HAWK
signals, as well as devices to help those with
sight and hearing disabilities.

At four significant transit stops along the proposed Circulator Route, provide heated shelters
and real-time scheduling/route information via
outdoor video displays.

ITS / GIS System Development

Potential Fixed-Route
Enhancements

Citywide WiFi / Broadband

Explore staggering schedules for Routes 9 and
10 to provide 10-minute peak hour frequencies
along West Avenue. Add a stop at the SoNo train
station in both directions of the Route.

Adaptive Traffic Signals

Adaptive traffic signals adjust their green cycle
timing to match current traffic. This moves traffic more efficiently than responsive signals which
respond with preset cycles. These work especially well around areas with unpredictable traffic
arrivals and departures. The City continues to
install adaptive traffic signals, for example, along
the West Avenue corridor, to alleviate any traffic
congestion.

Actionable Projects

Work to develop Information Technology Services that provide geographic and temporal data
for transportation and other services in Norwalk.

Ensure access to broadband internet infrastructure throughout Norwalk in the near-term.

Provide Route Maps and Schedules
at Bus Stations
Make printed transit route maps and schedules
available at bus stations and on poster display
boards.
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Parks, Recreation
& Open Space

Implement Freese Park Master
Plan

Freese Park, at the intersection of Burnell Boulevard and Main Street is a small, but important
open space asset in a neighborhood with little
green space. At the request of the Common
Council, the Agency recently completed a master plan for this park, which proposes design
improvements intended to activate this relatively underutilized open space. Proposed improvements include an amphitheater with views of
the water, lawn, and garden space; a street side
plaza; and new trees along Burnell Boulevard and
Main Street.

SoNo Wharf / Waterfront Access

Plan multimodal connections to the waterfront
in the area of SoNo Wharf for recreation, beautification, and development opportunities.

Oyster Shell Park / N Water Street

Improve access to Oyster Shell Park along North
Water Street.

Mathews Park Master Plan

Develop a Master Plan for Mathews Park, including multimodal access into and egress out of the
park, preservation of the Lockwood-Mathews
Mansion, and greater use of the open space.

Identify Opportunities for
Waterfront Access Improvements

Connect neighborhoods to the Waterfront as an
attraction for visitors and amenity for residents.

Federal Wild & Scenic River
Designation

Investigate the feasibility of getting a Federal
Wild & Scenic River Designation for the Norwalk
River.

Citywide Parks Master Plan

The Agency will support the City in the development of a Citywide Master Plan for Parks in
Norwalk.

Gallaher Mansion & Veteran’s Park
The Agency will assist the City with repairs and
renovations of Gallaher Mansion and Veterans
Park.
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2020-2025
Action Matrix • 2.2 Infrastructure & Technology
DESCRIPTION

LEAD
AGENCY

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Bicycle/ Pedestrian Infrastructure Improvements
Bicycle Intersection Accommodations

C

E

T

Bike Signage

C

E

T

Bike Racks & Parking Facilities

C

E

T

Bike / Walk Commission

C

E

T

Expand Bike Network & Facilities

C

E

T

Golden Hill Neighborhood Staircases

C

E

T

Henry Street Sidewalk

C

E

T

Norwalk River Valley Trail

C

E

B

Street Infrastructure Improvements

C

E

S

North Cross Street & Route 1

C

E

T

Washington Street

C

E

P

Street Improvements, in Coordination with Private Developers

C

E

P

Complete Streets

C

E

P

Safe Routes to School, Sidewalks, Protected Crosswalks and
Bike Lanes

C

E

P

Vision Zero

C

E

P

East Norwalk TOD Study

C

E

EN

Street Infrastructure Improvements

Actionable Projects
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DESCRIPTION

LEAD
AGENCY

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Rail Station & Neighborhood Connection Improvements
South Norwalk Intermodal Center

C/R

N

S

Transform Pulse Point

C

E

W

Wall Street Station / Rail between SoNo and Merritt 7

C

E

P

Improve Access to Yankee Doodle Garage

C

E

W

Merritt 7 Rail Station Improvements

C

E

P

East Ave Rail Station Improvements

C

E

P

WHEELS Bus Real-Time Info

C

E

S

WHEELS Pre-Purchase Tickets

C

E

S

WHEELS Route 10

C

E

S

Transit Circulator / Micro Transit

C

E

T

Bus Prioritization (Queue Jump Lanes, Signal Pre-emption, etc.)

C

E

T

Hospital Shuttle

C

E

T

Enhanced Bus Stops (wifi, lighting, seat, communication, etc.)

C

E

T

Potential Fixed-Route Enhancements

C

E

T

Adaptive Traffic Signals

C

E

T

HAWK Signals

C

E

T

ITS / GIS System Development

C

E

Co

Citywide WiFi / Broadband

C

E

Co

Provide Route Apps & Schedules at Bus Stations

C

E

S

Implement Freese Park Master Plan

C

E

W

SONO Wharf / Waterfront Access

R

E

P

Oyster Shell Park / N Water Street

C/R

E

S

Mathews Park Master Plan

C/R

N

W

Identify Opportunities for Waterfront Access Improvements

R

E

Co

Federal Wild & Scenic River Designation

R

E

W

Citywide Parks Master Plan

C

E

P

C/R

E

P

Bus & Intelligent Transportation Systems

Parks, Recreation & Open Space

Gallaher Mansion & Veteran’s Park
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2020-2025
Legend
LEAD AGENCY

SOURCE

R

Redevelopment Agency

B

Bike / Walk Commission Strategic Plan

C

City of Norwalk

Co

Committee Recommendation

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead EN East Norwalk TOD Study

EXISTING/NEW

P

Plan of Conservation & Development

E

Existing Project

S

Sono TOD Plan

N

New Project

T

Transportation Connectivity Master Plan

W

Wall Street/ West Ave Redevelopment Plan

Actionable Projects
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TASK 2.3 • Urban
Resilience
As severe weather events become
more frequent, Norwalk’s stormwater and climate change infrastructure needs to be prepared
to handle surges in water and
instances of flooding. In addition
to lowering our carbon footprint,
short-term infrastructure investments can also play an important
role in mitigating the impacts of
climate change.

Green Infrastructure,
Sustainability & Resilience

Prepare Coastal Resilience Plan

Prepare a Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Plan. The plan should analyze the City’s exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive
capacity to climate change in terms of climate
risks to social systems, infrastructure (such as
the Wastewater Treatment Plant) and natural re-
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sources, and provide recommendations on how
to improve resilience. The plan should include
attention to all potential climate change impacts, including sea level rise, extreme weather
events, drought, and heat—for example, with a
drought action plan.

Section 3

2020-2025
Non-Structural Stormwater
Management

Propose Implementation of
Watershed-Based Plans

Under the City’s MS4 stormwater management
permit, Norwalk is required to promote and facilitate green infrastructure and low impact development by taking specific steps through 2022.
Norwalk’s 2017 Drainage Manual requires that
green infrastructure and low impact development strategies be used first to manage stormwater before the use of engineered solutions.
It promotes the use of green infrastructure “to
help prevent increases in post-construction
stormwater runoff rates, volumes, and pollutant loads,” and stormwater best management
practices (BMPs) which are “engineered facilities
designed to intercept and manage post-construction stormwater runoff rates, volumes, and
pollutant loads… Stormwater management practices can be used whenever green infrastructure
practices cannot, on their own, be used to completely satisfy the post-construction stormwater
management criteria required per this Drainage
Manual.”

Assist the City in implementing recommendations and achieving goals from watershed plans
to include both structural and non-structural
solutions (such as zoning and development
standards) to reduce the impacts of non-point
source pollution.

Public Education Campaign

The improvement of bicycle facilities as recommended in this plan should be joined by promotion of bicycling and bicycle safety education opportunities. Use local media outlets to educate
public and City officials about the benefits and
responsibilities of bicycling in Norwalk.

Design Guidelines

It is recommended that the City begin a process
of developing and adopting design guidelines
for the various initiatives following the model of
Quincy, Massachusetts.

Action Matrix • 2.3 Urban Resilience
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Green Infrastructure, Sustainability & Resilience
Prepare Coastal Resilience Plan

R

E

P

Non-Structural Stormwater Management

C

E

P

Propose Implementation of Watershed-Based Plans

C

E

P

Public Education Campaign

C

E

T

Design Guidelines

R

E

T

Legend
LEAD AGENCY

SOURCE

R

Redevelopment Agency

P

Plan of Conservation & Development

C

City of Norwalk

T

Transportation Connectivity Master Plan

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Actionable Projects
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Task

3

Housing & Real
Estate Development

As an urban community with a vibrant history in close proximity to economic and cultural opportunities, Norwalk is poised
to see continued population and business growth in the near
future. The Agency can play an important role in helping to
foster private investment, while ensuring the existing residents and families are not left behind or left out of the City’s
economic and social opportunities. To attract investors and
cultivate local investment, the Agency ought to promote fair
and predictable public policies that appeal to developers and
serve the broader Norwalk community’s interests.

TASK 3.1 • Policy
Development &
Advocacy
Developing and advocating for
Housing & Real Estate Development policy will be an important
role for the Agency to play. Striking a balance between attracting
investors, generating local value,
and meeting economic development, sustainability, and affordability goals should be a focus of
our efforts.
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Section 3

2020-2025

Adaptive Zoning Policy

Zoning Regulations Rewrite

In 2021, the City will begin working with Town
Planning and Urban Design Collaborative
(TPUDC) to rewrite zoning regulations. This
18-month effort, will address and overhaul the
existing structural deficiencies and design in
the City’s current regulations. As part of the end
result, the new regulations will be available in a
user-friendly, web-based format.

Actionable Projects

Industrial Study

In October 2020, the City began working with
UTILE Architecture and Planning on an industrial
study. The study, which will be completed in the
summer of 2021, will look at land availability;
future needs to support industry and job growth;
whether or not boundaries need to be redrawn or
industry zones be modified; and ways to attract
desired businesses.
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Preserve & Expand
Affordable Housing

Develop a Citywide Affordable
Housing Plan

In 2018, the Connecticut State Legislature
adopted General Statute 8-30j, which requires
every municipality in the state to adopt an Affordable Housing Plan every five years. The state
encourages at least 10% of each municipality’s
housing stock to be affordable. While 14% of the
City of Norwalk’s housing stock is designated
as affordable, access to high quality and affordable housing to low- and moderate-income
households remains an issue. Norwalk’s Affordable Housing Plan ought to call for expanding
workforce housing options, preserving existing
affordable housing, and creating new affordable
housing.
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Identify Historic Buildings for
Preservation and Adaptive Re-Use

The Agency, working with property owners,
developers, and community organizations, continues to identify historic buildings appropriate
for preservation and adaptive reuse. Funding
opportunities should also be identified to help
make preservation work financially feasible.

CDBG Strategy Development

Develop a strategy for investing federal Community Development Block Grant funding in
Norwalk through new and existing programs.

Section 3

2020-2025
Increase & Diversify
Housing Supply

Develop a Citywide Housing Plan

Aid in the development of a Citywide Housing
Plan that addresses issues of housing affordability, restricted supply of housing, and diversity of
housing products available on the market.

Comprehensive Zoning Reform

In 2020, the City of Norwalk issued a Request for
Proposals to planning consultants for revising the City’s zoning regulations. The City of
Norwalk adopted its first zoning regulations in
1929 and the regulations were last substantially
amended in 2001. Rewriting Norwalk’s zoning
ordinance may support efforts to provide for real
estate market demands and meet the housing
demands of people priced out of the market.
Zoning reform could help encourage Mixed-Use
and Transit Oriented Development, Micro-Units,
and Live-Work Units.

Expand Mixed-Use Zoning Around
Transit Stops

Encourage and enable higher-density mixeduse development around major transit stops
through zoning, tax policy, and development
incentives. Promote live, work, and play environments.

Promote Development Around the
Transit Hub

Ensure that zoning is properly aligned with development goals around the transit hub, consider market demand for development in that area,
and negotiate with land owners and developers
to encourage development.

Expand Workforce Housing
Options

Encourage a range of housing options available
to municipal workers, essential workers, and
middle-income workers in the City to help people stay or relocate within the City.

Actionable Projects
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Action Matrix • 3.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Adaptive Zoning Policy
Zoning Regulations Rewrite

C

E

P

Industrial Study

C

E

P

C/R

N

P

Identify Historic Buildings for Preservation & Adaptive Re-Use

R

E

W

CDBG Strategy Development

R

E

Co

C/R

N

P

Comprehensive Zoning Reform

C

E

W

Expand Mixed-Use Zoning Around Transit Stops

C

E

S

Promote Development Around the Transit Hub

R

E

S

C/R

E

P

Preserve & Expand Affordable Housing
Develop a Citywide Affordable Housing Plan

Increase & Diversify Housing Supply
Develop a Citywide Housing Plan

Expand Workforce Housing Options

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co

Committee Recommendation

P

Plan of Conservation & Development

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

S

Sono TOD Plan

EXISTING/NEW

W

Wall Street/ West Ave Redevelopment Plan
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E

Existing Project

N

New Project
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TASK 3.2 •
Capacity Building
Private entities, the City of Norwalk, and the Norwalk Housing Authority own substantial
amounts of underdeveloped
property in the urban core. To realize the full development potential
of these parcels requires building
the capacity of public entities to
provide technical assistance to
property owners and developers,
negotiate disposition agreements, and ensure the timely
development of projects.
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Build Development Program

Planning / Real Estate Finance
Training

Offer training and educational seminars to commissioners, employees, staff, and others in real
estate development, finance, and investment.

Professional Association
Coordination

Encourage staff to build relationships with professional organizations for advertising RFP/Qs,
conferencing, networking, and keep apprised of
industry trends.

Survey & Monitor Market
Supply / Demand Conditions

Analyze the real estate market, including the
demand for short-term stay rooms, rental
apartments, homeownership, commercial office,
retail, and lifestyle amenities. Identify real estate
assets and products that meet those demands
and seek vacant land and buildings, underused
lots, City-owned parcels, and other properties
capable of hosting those products. Provide
technical assistance to locally source planning,
design, funding, construction, marketing, leasing, and management services for owners.

Develop GIS & Market Data
Repository

Stay up-to-date on market trends and local data
in order to coordinate agency work with Norwalk
and broader real estate market conditions.

Actionable Projects

Research & Apply for Funding
Grants

An important part of providing technical assistance and financial support for redevelopment
projects in Norwalk is acquiring grant funding.
Researching and applying for grants that are
relevant to planned projects in the works in the
city will be key to moving developments forward
to completion.
There are numerous funding opportunities available at the state and federal level, including:

• Community Development Block
Grants (CDBG)
• Choice Neighborhoods Initiative (CNI)
• DECD Brownfields Redevelopment
• EPA Brownfields Remediation
• Responsible Growth and Transit-Oriented Development (RGTOD)
• Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD)
• ConnDOT Community Connectivity
• DECD Transit-Oriented Development
Fund
• Urban Act Grant Program
These funding opportunities support everything
from transportation planning and infrastructure
investments, to site clean-up costs, and development grants. While some of these programs
have been used by the Agency and its partner
organizations in the past, researching new programs will need to play an important role as well.
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Action Matrix • 3.2 Capacity Building
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Build Development Program
Planning / Real Estate Finance Training

R

N

Co

Professional Association Coordination

R

N

Co

Survey & Monitor Market Supply / Demand Conditions

R

N

Co

C/R

N

Co

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)

R

E

Co

Choice Neighborhoods Initiative (CNI)

R

E

Co

DECD Brownfields Redevelopment

R

E

Co

EPA Brownfields Remediation

R

E

Co

Responsible Growth and Transit-Oriented Development (RGTOD)

R

N

Co

Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD)

R

N

Co

ConnDOT Community Connectivity

R

N

Co

C/R

N

Co

C/R

E

Co

Develop GIS & Market Data Repository

Research & Apply for funding grants

DECD Transit-Oriented Development Fund
Urban Act Grant Program

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co

Committee Recommendation

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

EXISTING/NEW
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E

Existing Project

N

New Project
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TASK 3.3 • Site
Preparation &
Development
Proper preparation of sites for development includes the legal ownership, satisfaction of encumbrances,
physical clearance of buildings, and
preparation of the land and removal of
any contaminants. State and federal
funds may be available to support
environmental clean-up for the redevelopment of brownfields. Development assistance involves support for
navigating through the public process
at every step of the project from planning, design, zoning approvals, acquisition, financing, building permitting,
construction, marketing, leasing, and
management.

Actionable Projects
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Real Estate Development Projects

Wall Street Place

Having been stalled since 2017, the West-Wall
Redevelopment is moving towards completion, which includes the addition of hundreds of
mixed-income rental apartments, commercial
retail space, and structured parking atop surface
parking and underused lots. Phase II may include
improvements to the Yankee Doodle public
parking garage. This redevelopment is an integral part of the West-Wall Redevelopment Plan.
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SoNo Station TOD

In 2020, the Norwalk Agency issued a Request
for Proposals for mixed-use development projects on properties adjacent to the South Norwalk railroad station. Redevelopment of a parcel
occupied and owned by the Norwalk Housing
Authority is an important piece to realizing the
vision of the South Norwalk TOD Redevelopment
Plan. Additional development opportunities
include the station’s surface parking lot, and a
South Norwalk Electric and Water property.

Section 3

2020-2025
Webster Street Lot

This surface parking lot in the heart of South
Norwalk represents an opportunity for a high
quality development project that addresses
demands for parking, commercial, residential,
and open space in the area. Improvements for
multimodal access to and through the area will
also be an important aspect of the redevelopment project.

Library Expansion

This project includes remodeling and expanding
the Main Norwalk Public Library. This project
focuses on modernizing the Carnegie Library, a
historical building in the Wall Street/West Avenue neighborhood and expanding the current
Library space to include a community room.

Actionable Projects

YMCA Site

This site, which is the former home of Norwalk’s
YMCA at 370 West Avenue, is currently vacant
and is owned by Norwalk Hospital. Existing
structures on the property include the four-story original brick YMCA building and addition at
Butler Street and West Avenue, and a three-story wood structure at the corner of West Avenue
and Orchard Street. The property is 2.83 acres
and is currently zoned Central Business District
B (CBDB). A total of 369,824 square feet of new
mixed-use development could be constructed
on the site under existing zoning if all existing
structures were removed.

26 Wall Street

Twenty-six Wall Street is a single story commercial storefronts building built in 1964. The site
has high potential for redevelopment as a larger
mixed-use development. The Agency ought to
work with community stakeholders, the property
owner, and developers to see the highest and
best use of that site.
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84 Wall Street

Eighty-four Wall Street is a 1930s mixed-use
building that has the potential to be put to higher use and condition to promote the continued
development of the Wall Street neighborhood.

24 Belden Avenue

Built in 1975, the existing six-story commercial
retail and office building on the site is nearing
the end of its functional life, which offers an opportunity to redevelop the property for a higher
and better use for the contemporary real estate
market.

Colonial Village Expansion Plan

The Norwalk Housing Authority is attempting
to expand the existing Colonial Village housing
community with new residential and community
buildings. The existing site has drainage, social,
and use issues that the current development of
a proposed 69 units with a community center
will attempt to address.

Meadow Gardens

Meadow Gardens is an existing low-income affordable housing complex in need of investment
to improve living conditions, physical condition
of buildings, and social life of the community.
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Wall, West, Leonard & Commerce

Considering this block as a whole provides
an important opportunity to rationalize the
disparate character of existing buildings on
these sites and realize additional development
potential as part of a cohesive redevelopment
strategy.

Wall St between High & Main

This site is an important gateway into the Wall
Street neighborhood and currently provides
a critical public parking asset for surrounding
properties. Consideration of this parking should
be addressed as part of any redevelopment proposal for the site, which could be transformed
into a four- to six-story building(s) with attractive, pedestrian-oriented frontage along Main,
Wall, and High Streets.
The site could be programmed for a mix of residential, commercial, office, light manufacturing, boutique manufacturing, and parking, and
should be designed to activate the streetscape
and maximize its relationship with Freese Park.
As part of the redevelopment of this parcel,
sidewalks along Wall Street should be widened,
pedestrian amenities should be provided, and
the Wall Street Avenue roadway should be redesigned to better balance pedestrian, bicycle and
vehicular needs, and improve the look and feel
of the street.

Section 3
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Action Matrix • 3.3 Site Preparation & Development
LEAD
AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

EXISTING/
NEW
SOURCE

Real Estate Development Projects
Wall Street Place

R

E

W

SoNo Station TOD

C/R

E

S

Webster Street Lot

C/R

E

P

Library Expansion

C

E

W

YMCA Site

R

E

W

26 Wall Street

R

E

W

84 Wall Street

R

E

Co

24 Belden Avenue

R

E

W

Colonial Village Expansion Plan

H

E

Co

Meadow Gardens

H

E

Co

Wall, West, Leonard & Commerce

C

E

W

Wall St between High & Main

C

E

W

Legend
LEAD AGENCY
R

Redevelopment Agency

C

City of Norwalk

SOURCE
Co

Committee Recommendation

P

Plan of Conservation & Development

C/R City / Redevelopment Agency Co-Lead

S

Sono TOD Plan

EXISTING/NEW

W

Wall Street/ West Ave Redevelopment Plan

E

Existing Project

N

New Project

Actionable Projects
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“

By utilizing an innovative
ranking system that’s
designed to enable nimble,
data-driven decision making,
we’ve created an actionable
framework for implementing
the priority projects the
community has identified in
our redevelopment plans.

Section 4
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Implementation
A Re:Newed Norwalk attracts residents and visitors visually and physically.
Innovative projects can breathe life into the community and help people
navigate an interconnected network of streets, business districts, parks, and
neighborhoods.
As discussed in the last section, the Strategic
Plan has developed a series of specific projects
that the Agency, City staff, and community leaders have identified as priorities. These projects
have been organized into three tasks, or themes,
Community & Business Services, Infrastructure
& Technology; and Housing & Real Estate Development. Based on stakeholder input, these
projects have been prioritized thus far by relative
importance and urgency with limited attention
to potential cost and benefit. Working in collaboration with our technical and community
committees we have identified a subset of strategic priorities to guide the development of our
internal agency work program.

Task

1

Of these projects, our advisory committees
selected what they felt were the top priorities to
be evaluated and scored within the context of
their respective costs and benefits. With regards
to the scoring methodology, evaluation metrics
focused on social, technical, administrative,
political, legal, economic, and environmental
considerations for each task item. Each item
was ranked (1-4) with higher scores applied in
relation to each item’s expected benefit or cost.
Then the cost scores were subtracted from
the benefits to derive the overall project score.
Building from these outcomes, recommendations for project development and phasing have
been determined as follows.

Community
& Business Services

Community & Business Services are critical to support the community development goals of the agency. Through increasing involvement with local
businesses, non-profits, and community leaders, the Agency can reinforce its
value while deriving public good. During outreach discussions, a number of
projects were identified as strategic initiatives to support effective community engagement and the ongoing initiatives maintained by the City’s Office of
Community & Economic Development. Of those projects, the following were
selected as priorities and ranked as follows:
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BENEFITS - SOCIAL

BENEFITS - TECHNICAL

BENEFITS - ADMINISTRATIVE

BENEFITS - POLITICAL

BENEFITS - LEGAL

BENEFITS - ECONOMIC

BENEFITS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

COSTS - SOCIAL

COSTS - TECHNICAL

COSTS - ADMINISTATIVE

COSTS - POLITICAL

COSTS - LEGAL

COSTS - ECONOMIC

COSTS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

N

P

4

3

1

3

1

3

1

16

1

3

4

1

1

3

1

13

3

C

N

P

4

1

1

4

1

3

1

15

1

2

2

1

1

3

1

10

5

EXISTING/NEW

R

LEAD AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

SOURCE

Cost / Benefit • Task 1

1.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
Historic Preservation
Develop Historic Preservation Plan
Arts & Culture
Develop Arts & Culture
Plan

1.2 Financial & Development Support Services
Economic Analysis
Financial Modeling /
Economic Impact Assessments

R

N

Co

3

4

3

3

1

4

1

19

1

4

3

2

1

1

1

12

7

GIS Analysis / Data Warehouse

C/R

N

Co

4

4

3

3

2

3

3

22

1

4

3

2

2

4

1

16

6

C/R

E

P

4

3

2

3

1

3

3

19

1

3

4

2

2

3

2

15

4

Co

4

2

2

4

1

4

1

18

1

3

3

1

2

2

1

12

6

Development Incentives
Façade Improvement
Program

1.3 Marketing & Business Outreach
Business Recruitment
Target Multi-State &
Regional Businesses for
Relocation

C/R

N

Of the community and business support initiatives discussed by the advisory committees, financial modeling and economic impacts assessment support was identified as a top priority.
The group felt this much-needed service would
derive the most value for the City, and that
the Agency is best positioned to provide such
service given its technical and staff capacity. A
second priority area was related to historic pres-

Implementation

ervation. Recognizing the importance and value
of historic preservation to the city’s urban form,
the group felt the Agency could provide valuable
support given the City’s current staffing in this
regard. Finally, the group identified targeted
business outreach and attraction as an initiative
the Agency could support to best leverage our
respective professional networks and marketing
capacity.
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Task

Infrastructure
& Technology

2

High quality infrastructure is the backbone of any successful community. The
utilization of new technologies to optimize urban processes is a strong source
of competitive advantage. Through effective multi-departmental coordination, the City and the Agency have an opportunity to attract new funding
sources from the state and federal government and advance large-scale
infrastructure projects with community development goals in mind. Reducing
the local financial participation in such endeavors is critical to extending the
impact of our shared community resources. While there are inherent resource
constraints at all levels of government, we must not limit our creative capacity
in the development of innovative financing packages for necessary investments in our community infrastructure. To that end, an extensive discussion
was held through the Strategic Plan outreach process to identify the following
critical infrastructure needs:

BENEFITS - SOCIAL

BENEFITS - TECHNICAL

BENEFITS - ADMINISTRATIVE

BENEFITS - POLITICAL

BENEFITS - LEGAL

BENEFITS - ECONOMIC

BENEFITS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

COSTS - SOCIAL

COSTS - TECHNICAL

COSTS - ADMINISTATIVE

COSTS - POLITICAL

COSTS - LEGAL

COSTS - ECONOMIC

COSTS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

N

Co

4

3

3

3

1

4

4

22

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

10

12

R

N

Co

4

4

3

3

1

4

4

23

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

9

14

EXISTING/NEW

R

LEAD AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

SOURCE

Cost / Benefit • Task 2

2.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
Policy & Planning
Engage State & Federal
Agencies for Key Projects
Grant Management
Integrate Local & Regional
Funding Process
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BENEFITS - LEGAL

BENEFITS - ECONOMIC

BENEFITS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

COSTS - SOCIAL

COSTS - TECHNICAL

COSTS - ADMINISTATIVE

COSTS - POLITICAL

COSTS - LEGAL

COSTS - ECONOMIC

COSTS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

4

2

4

1

4

3

22

2

2

3

2

1

3

3

13

9

Improve access to Yankee
Doodle Garage

C

E

W

3

2

2

3

2

2

1

15

1

3

3

2

1

3

2

13

2

East Ave Rail Station
Improvements

C

E

S

3

2

1

3

1

3

3

16

1

3

3

2

1

4

2

14

2

BENEFITS - ADMINISTRATIVE

4

BENEFITS - TECHNICAL

S

BENEFITS - SOCIAL

N

SOURCE

C/R

EXISTING/NEW

South Norwalk Intermodal
Center

DESCRIPTION

LEAD AGENCY

BENEFITS - POLITICAL

2020-2025

2.2 Infrastructure & Technology
Rail Station & Neighborhood Connection Improvements

Bus & Intelligent Transportation Systems
ITS / GIS System
Development

C

E

Co

4

4

4

3

2

3

2

22

1

3

3

2

2

3

1

14

8

Citywide WiFi / Broadband

C

E

Co

4

4

2

4

1

4

1

20

1

4

3

2

2

3

1

15

5

Provide Route Apps and
Schedules at Bus Stations

C

E

S

4

3

3

3

1

2

2

18

1

3

4

1

1

3

1

13

5

R

E

P

4

2

1

4

1

3

4

19

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

14

5

C/R

N

W

4

3

1

3

1

2

4

18

2

3

2

2

1

2

2

12

6

C

E

P

4

2

2

3

1

2

4

18

2

3

2

2

1

3

2

13

5

Parks, Recreation & Open Space
SoNo Wharf / Waterfront
Access
Mathews Park Master Plan
Citywide Parks Master
Plan
2.3 Urban Resilience
Green Infrastructure, Sustainability & Resilience
Prepare Coastal Resilience
Plan

R

E

P

3

4

3

3

2

3

4

22

1

3

2

1

2

2

1

11

11

Public Education
Campaign

C

E

T

4

3

3

4

2

3

2

21

1

3

3

2

1

2

1

12

9

Design Guidelines

R

E

T

3

4

3

3

2

4

3

22

1

4

3

1

2

3

1

14

8

As evidenced in this analysis, some of the lowest
cost, highest return initiatives are related to
advocacy and education. Through engagement
with state and federal leaders, early and often
throughout the project development and planning phases, the Agency can effectively inform
and advocate for external funding assistance for
critical infrastructure investments. Additional

Implementation

opportunities for advocacy can be found through
regular and integrated involvement with regional
government agencies. The key focus of all advocacy efforts should be to align infrastructure
investment with community development goals
to obtain the greatest mutual benefit across departments. While funding is an important component, regular coordination meetings across
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city departments can be additionally beneficial
for identifying such synergistic opportunities.
The next highest ranking opportunities were the
South Norwalk Intermodal Center, and advanced
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and GISbased projects. With regards to South Norwalk,
the Agency has recently advanced discussions
to develop an integrated Station Area Plan to
inform and promote future investment. Work
on this project will continue in the short-term

Task

3

given its high priority and potential for positive
outcomes. From a technological perspective,
numerous discussions with City staff and transit
operators have identified a robust need for
integration of GIS-based technologies for the
dissemination and management of geospatial
data. Additional support will be provided by the
Agency in this regard, with specific economic
development data projects developed in the
short term.

Housing & Real
Estate Development

Housing & Real Estate Development has long been a core competency of the
Agency and this should continue in the future. Aligning negotiation of land
disposition agreements and development of City-owned assets with strong
financial and economic impacts modeling, as described in Task 1, is of critical
importance. Comprehensive and coordinated analysis of public and private
investments must be carefully performed to ensure development projects
achieve the highest and best use and derive the maximum public good. In
order to effectuate these considerations, the following projects have been
identified and scored:
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SOURCE

BENEFITS - SOCIAL

BENEFITS - TECHNICAL

BENEFITS - ADMINISTRATIVE

BENEFITS - POLITICAL

BENEFITS - LEGAL

BENEFITS - ECONOMIC

BENEFITS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

COSTS - SOCIAL

COSTS - TECHNICAL

COSTS - ADMINISTATIVE

COSTS - POLITICAL

COSTS - LEGAL

COSTS - ECONOMIC

COSTS - ENVIRONMENTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

EXISTING/NEW

DESCRIPTION

LEAD AGENCY

Cost / Benefit • Task 3

P

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

20

1

3

3

2

2

2

1

13

7

3.1 Policy Development & Advocacy
Preserve & Expand Affordable Housing
Develop a Citywide
Affordable Housing Plan

C/R

N

Increase & Diversify Housing Supply
Develop a Citywide
Housing Plan
Comprehensive Zoning
Reform

C/R

N

P

4

3

2

3

2

3

3

20

2

3

3

2

2

2

1

14

6

C

E

W

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

24

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

16

8

R

N

Co

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

23

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

9

14

C/R

N

Co

3

4

4

3

2

3

2

21

1

3

3

1

1

3

1

12

9

3.2 Capacity Building
Build Development Program
Planning / Real Estate
Finance Training
Develop GIS & Market Data
Repository

3.3 Site Preparation & Development
Real Estate Development Projects
Wall Street Place

R

E

W

4

2

2

3

2

3

3

19

1

3

3

3

4

2

2

16

3

SoNo Station TOD

C/R

E

S

4

4

3

4

1

4

4

24

1

3

3

2

3

4

3

16

8

Webster Street Lot

C/R

E

P

4

4

3

4

1

4

4

24

2

3

3

2

3

2

2

15

9

YMCA Site

R

E

W

4

2

2

3

1

4

3

19

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

12

7

26 Wall Street

R

E

W

4

3

2

3

1

4

3

20

1

3

2

2

2

2

1

12

8

84 Wall Street

R

E

Co

4

2

2

3

1

4

3

19

1

3

2

2

2

2

1

12

7

24 Belden Avenue

R

E

W

4

2

3

3

1

4

2

19

2

4

3

3

2

3

1

17

2

Colonial Village Expansion
Plan

H

E

Co

4

3

3

2

1

4

3

20

2

2

3

3

1

3

2

14

6

Meadow Gardens

H

E

Co

4

3

3

2

1

4

3

20

2

2

3

3

1

3

2

14

6

Implementation
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Of the projects selected, developing a program for planning and real estate development
training for staff and decision-makers represented the lowest-cost and highest potential
reward. Such initiatives increase the collective
competence of our internal systems and external partners, leading to increased awareness of
critical issues and reduce transaction costs in
decision making. One of the most interesting
findings from the developer and planning/zoning
commissioner workshops related to the need to
educate citizens and stakeholders regarding the
benefits and actualized impacts of development
projects. In this role, the Agency can advance responsible real estate development through the
maintenance and distribution of critical market
information, and the provision of training opportunities that seek to educate and inform others
of best practices of value to the community.
The second priority identified through this analysis was the need for a comprehensive Citywide
Housing Plan. Given the extensive need for
affordable housing throughout Fairfield County, the Agency in partnership with the City of
Norwalk, Norwalk Housing Authority, and other
stakeholder groups have an incredible opportunity to work together to address this challenge.
Development of affordable housing in a market
where land and construction costs are high can
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be difficult, and typically requires some form of
public subsidy. Recognizing the financial constraints inherent to this discussion, the Agency
can utilize its advocacy and grant writing capacity to obtain external assistance and develop creative plans for infrastructure investment to help
address any financing gaps inherent to strategic
development initiatives. Furthermore, the Agency’s status outside of regular City operations
offers a unique opportunity to establish a neutral
ground for discussion of these important but
sometimes controversial topics. Housing is an
integral part of every community, and achieving
an effective balance across all residence types is
of critical importance for our long-term success.
Finally, a number of strategic real estate development opportunities have been identified for
further review. While the potential benefits are
speculative given dynamic market conditions
and outcomes, many of these development sites
have been identified in previous plans as projects
that could catalyze future development given
their scale and visibility in key centers throughout the urban core. Additional resources should
be directed toward the evaluation of these
opportunities to determine what public benefits
can be reasonably expected from their redevelopment.
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Organizational structure
The Norwalk Redevelopment Agency is a quasi-governmental organization governed by a Board of Commissioners. The Agency’s five commissioners are appointed by the Mayor and approved by the Common
Council. These Commissioners elect a Chairman, a Vice Chairman, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, with the
Agency’s Executive Director managing the day to day operations of the Agency and its subsidiaries. The
following chart represents the current organizational and operating structure of the Agency, subject to
change based on organizational and project need:
North Walke
Housing Corporation

Norwalk Redevelopment Agency
Board of Commissioners

Norwalk Economic
Development Commission

Executive
Director

Special Agency
Counsel

Deputy
Director

Agency
Counsel

Director
of Finance

Director
of Planning

Director
of Program
Development

Housing
Project Manager

Community
Planner

Fair Housing
Director

Accounts
Payable

HR
Consultant
Community
Engagement
Coordinator

The current organizational structure offers a
unique opportunity to align these entities in
accordance with the three tasks identified in the
Strategic Plan:
Task 1: Community & Business Services will be
operated by the Norwalk Redevelopment Agency
as these tasks represent the Agency’s traditional
City support and project management functions.
Task 2: Infrastructure & Technology projects will
be operated by the Norwalk Economic Development Commission (EDC) provided a focus
is placed on advancing advocacy efforts at the

Implementation

state and federal level. An EDC maintains the
ability to undertake a broad range of economic
and community development activity, with a
purposeful focus of bringing together public,
private, and neighborhood partner organizations
to advance our collective goals. Its unique status
offers an interesting opportunity to pursue a
variety of funds not typically available to municipal agencies.
Task 3: Housing & Real Estate Development
initiatives will be operated under the North
Walke Housing Corporation given its status and
ability to obtain grant resources not typically
made available to municipal entities. Structur-
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ing North Walke as a Community Development
Corporation (CDC) could present a great opportunity to advance the housing projects identified in this Plan. Maintaining an organizational
focus on lower-income residents and struggling
neighborhoods will advance our ability to derive
public good from an effective mix of market rate
and affordable housing projects.
Strategic utilization of the respective agencies, organizations, and subsidiaries will be of

critical importance in balancing the competing
needs inherent to our overall work program.
The specialization of these assets will provide
additional organizational focus and access to
new funding opportunities as a result. Furthermore, business plans should be developed for
each respective entity with a focus on providing
additional opportunities for stakeholder engagement in a manner that expands our overall
advocacy network and increases our presence in
the community.

Marketing & Outreach
During our outreach phase in which The Agency had conversations with municipal staff, community leaders, and real estate developers, we learned there is a lack of understanding of what the Redevelopment
Agency accomplishes and how its work positively effects Norwalk’s urban core. We aim to use social media, email, websites, and speaking opportunities to improve the perception of The Agency, prove its value
and develop a stronger understanding of its endeavors through education, engagement, and expansion.

Education

Engagement

The Agency will use communication tools to be
transparent about the work the Agency accomplishes and the intentions behind the work,
helping to demystify redevelopment. Educate
on The Agency’s role, specific projects, planning initiatives and theories, their goals, and
their economic and quality of life benefits to the
community as a whole. In this effort, The Agency
will use websites, social media channels, email,
speaking opportunities, and other mediums to
continually educate the community and stakeholders on what is currently being done, what
will happen, what the impact will be on the community and what is available to them. To increase
local awareness of Agency led programs, Agency
staff will speak to non-profits, small business
owners, and home owners and use social media
channels, local advertising, the Agency website,
and direct mail to share information.

The Agency will create and look for chances to
engage the public, local businesses, and community groups through speaking opportunities,
workshops, surveys, and small group discussions
to strengthen its relationship with the public
and build partnerships. Furthermore, the Agency
will get involved with community programs
and organizations. For example, the Agency will
participate in Norwalk Chamber of Commerce’s
Norwalk Leadership Institute. the Executive
Director will speak to community groups,
businesses, developers, building/construction/
developer trade organizations, and non-profits.
Along the way, the Agency will identify community leaders as redevelopment ambassadors to
further educate the community about the role of
the Agency.
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Expand
Using a variety of methods, we will promote the
Agency throughout Fairfield County by first identifying audiences we want to target. Through
social media, email, and traditional media we’ll
deliver communications to them that includes
success stories to introduce the Agency and
increase their awareness of Norwalk’s urban
setting as a location for redevelopment, business relocation, and business expansion. The
Agency will identify potential developers outside
the regular groups developing in Norwalk and

share with them information about opportunities in Norwalk and will invite groups of potential
developers to tour available spaces and provide
them with case studies of developed spaces with
positive outcomes. Initial efforts to grow the
Agency’s online presence will include creating
new branding and building a new website with
current and relevant information. In addition,
the Agency will increase the frequency of social
media posts and incorporate video and photography into its social media and website.

Partners
Local
City of Norwalk

The City of Norwalk is composed of 46 departments, agencies, and commissions of municipal
governance that provide an organized system
which is responsible in whole or in part for the
oversight of all governmental responsibilities to
the residents and businesses of the community.

Norwalk Housing Authority

The local Public Housing Authority for the City
of Norwalk. Enabled under the National Housing
Act of 1937, Public Housing Authorities are governed by a Board of Commissioners to oversee
affordable housing development, management,
and administration in the city.

Norwalk Preservation Trust

The Norwalk Preservation Trust works with
homeowners, businesses, neighborhood groups,
and City agencies to preserve the character of
Norwalk and retain its visible history. It currently operates as a volunteer agency and is
responsible for protecting irreplaceable historic
buildings and neighborhoods, landscapes, and
streetscapes by raising awareness, partnering
with other organizations, and taking appropriate
action when necessary. These actions include
education, advocacy, and public awareness.

Greater Norwalk Chamber of
Commerce

The Greater Norwalk Chamber of Commerce
is a membership-based organization that has
long been committed to the economic vitality
of Norwalk and mid-Fairfield County, continually
striving to grow and enhance area business, organizations, and communities
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State
CT Department of Economic and
Community Development

Connecticut Department of
Transportation

DECD’s Office of Brownfield Redevelopment
(OBRD) is the state department that oversees
and administers grants for the remediation
of brownfield sites in Connecticut. It provides
financial and technical assistance to municipalities and economic development agencies as well
as directly to the owners of brownfield sites and
potential developers to return brownfield sites
to productive uses including mixed-use, residential, commercial, industrial, retail, and open
space uses.

State Historic Preservation Office

DECD is a broad range department that seeks
to enhance economic and community development through a wide variety of programs and
services. It is an overarching department that
seeks to succeed in this mission by working
in conjunction with community development
agencies, transportation departments, education, and arts and culture initiatives to broadly
improve municipalities. DECD oversees and administers funding and technical support for local
projects under the economic and community
development umbrella.

Connecticut Department of Transportation
(ConnDOT) has a mission to provide a safe and
efficient intermodal transportation network
that improves the quality of life and economic
vitality of Connecticut. CTDOT oversees regional
connections of roads and highways, state ports
along the coast, rail systems, and Connecticut
Transit bus and CTfastrak BRT service. DOT is
responsible for the upkeep of state roads. All
transit projects occurring on state roads or other state operated/owned transportation systems
must be approved and coordinated with DOT
regardless of location. DOT additionally encourages development around rail stations and
provides competitive grants for projects that
accomplish TOD initiatives and/or responsible
growth.

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
administers a range of federal and state programs that identify, register, and protect the
buildings, sites, structures, districts, and objects
that comprise Connecticut’s cultural heritage.
It seeks new opportunities for collaboration on
restoration and community revitalization.

Office of Policy & Management

The Office of Policy and Management (OPM)
functions as the Governor’s staff agency and
plays a central role in state government, providing the information and analysis used to formulate public policy for the state and assisting
state agencies and municipalities in implementing policy decisions on the Governor’s behalf.
The office oversees Connecticut’s Renter’s
Rebate Program for elderly and disabled persons
who meet certain Low or Moderate Income (LMI)
thresholds.
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Federal
Department of Commerce (EDA)

Under the Department of Commerce, the Economic Development Administration establishes
a foundation for sustainable job growth and the
building of durable regional economies. EDA
encourages its partners to develop initiatives
that advance new ideas and creative approaches to address rapidly evolving economic conditions. They work directly with communities
and regions to help them build the capacity for
economic development based on local business
conditions and needs. EDA provides economic
development financial assistance to communities to encourage innovation and entrepreneurship.

USDOT (FHWA/FTA)

There are several sub-departments under the
federal DOT department. The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) specifically supports
state and local governments in the design,
construction, and maintenance of the Nation’s
highway system. Through financial and technical
assistance, the FHWA is responsible for ensuring
the safety and technological advancement of
America’s roads. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) provides the resources for the advancement of the public transportation system
side of transportation planning and development as well as next-generation technology
research.

EPA

The United States Environmental Protection
Agency is a federal department with the purpose
of protecting human health and the environment. EPA is responsible for the development
and enforcement of regulations pertaining to
congressional environmental laws, the study
of and education of environmental issues, and
most pertinent to our mission: the administration of grants that further the mission of
protecting human health and the environment.
These grants cover projects from scientific environmental and environmental health studies to
community cleanups.
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Funding Opportunities
Working with our partner organizations, the Agency must place a renewed focus on securing funding
for the implementation of a number of projects related to carrying out the goals in the Strategic Plan.
This section explains some potential funding mechanisms at the state and federal levels, as well as local
strategies that could support the implementation of recommendations in the future. Current sources of
these public funds are contingent upon legislative approval and budget appropriations. New programs are
announced periodically as well.

State & Federal Sources
Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG)

This program provides annual grants on a formula basis to states, cities, and counties to develop
viable urban communities by promoting decent
housing and a suitable living environment, and
by expanding economic opportunities, principally for low- and moderate-income persons.
The Redevelopment Agency administers Norwalk’s CDBG funds. Through the grant program,
Norwalk awards sub-recipients with funds in line
with CDBG requirements and our own Annual
Action Plan. Norwalk’s objectives in administering and distributing funds are to increase high
quality and affordable housing, expand economic
opportunities, modernize public facilities and
infrastructure, and increase available social
services.

Low Income Housing Tax Credits
(LIHTC) from the U.S. Department
of the Treasury

These tax credits can be used to cover project
development costs. “Unrestricted” 4% LIHTC
credits can cover up to 30% of such costs. The
highly competitive 9% LIHTC credits, whose
administration in Connecticut is handled by the
Connecticut Housing Finance Authority (CHFA),
can cover up to 70% of costs.
LIHTC can be offered to encourage low income
housing development which is a major priority
for Norwalk and Fairfield County. However, this
funding source encourages higher percentages
of low income housing, sometimes up to 100%.
The balance of affordable and market rate units
in development projects is a high priority for the
city as it has been shown that the mix of income
levels in development versus concentrated poverty has overall greater benefits in the mediation
of poverty and community development.

Office of Brownfield Remediation
and Development

OBRD is a one-stop resource for brownfield
redevelopment in Connecticut, providing financial and technical assistance to municipalities
and economic development agencies as well as
brownfield owners and potential developers.
The mission of OBRD is to return brownfield
sites across the state to productive re-use, including residential, commercial, industrial, retail,
and open space. Under OBRD, programs include;
Brownfield Municipal Grant Program, Targeted
Brownfield Development Loan Program, Brownfield Planning Grants, and the Dry Cleaning
Remediation funds.
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Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) Brownfields Program

EPA’s Brownfields Program is designed to
empower states, communities, and other
stakeholders in economic development to work
together in a timely manner to prevent, assess,
safely clean up, and sustainably reuse brownfields.

Brownfield grants are the foundation of EPA’s
Brownfields Program. These grants support
revitalization efforts by funding environmental
assessment, cleanup, and job training activities.
They include; Brownfields Assessment Grants,
Brownfields Revolving Loan Fund Grants, Brownfields Cleanup Grants, Multipurpose Grants,
Environmental Workforce Development and Job
Training, Technical Assistance, Training, Research
Grants, and State and Tribal Response Program
Grants.

Responsible Growth & Transit
Oriented Development Grant
Program (RGTOD Grant)

The RGTOD Grant Program provides funding
opportunities to eligible applicants for projects
that foster transit-oriented development, as defined in Section 13b-79o of the Connecticut General Statutes, and/or projects that demonstrate
responsible growth through their consistency
with the Conservation & Development Policies:
The Plan for Connecticut 2013-2018.

BUILD Discretionary Grants

BUILD Transportation grants are for planning
and capital investments in surface transportation infrastructure and are awarded on a
competitive basis for projects that will have a
significant local or regional impact. BUILD funding supports roads, bridges, transit, rail, ports, or
intermodal transportation.

Urban Act Grant Program

The Urban Act grant program is open to all
municipalities designated as economically
distressed, public investment communities, or
urban centers. Funds are provided to improve
and expand state activities which promote
community conservation and development and
improve the quality of life for urban residents of
the state through DECD.

Choice Neighborhood Initiative
(CNI)

This competitive grant program that provides
flexible resources for local leaders to help transform high-poverty, distressed neighborhoods
into mixed-income neighborhoods with the affordable housing, safe streets, and good schools
every family seeks.
The Redevelopment Agency works with other
city departments and agencies to oversee CNI
projects and funds. Washington Village is currently in phase II of development as a $30 million
CNI project. The Agency should look to maximize
potential sites for CNI redevelopment projects.

Historic Restoration Fund Grants
(HRF)

HRF is provided by the Connecticut Department
of Economic and Community Development
though the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). The grant offers matching and reimbursement grants of up to $100,000 to Connecticut municipalities and 501(c)3 and 501(c)13
nonprofits for capital projects or archaeological
site preservation, protection, and stabilization at
historic properties listed on the State or National Registers of Historic Places.

DECD TOD Fund

The Transit-Oriented Development Fund is a
competitive grant program intended to provide
funding to municipalities and regional councils
of government for transit-oriented development
(TOD) projects and/or projects that demonstrate
responsible growth.
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Local & Regional Sources
Public/Private Partnerships

Properly leveraging public funding to spur private sector investment can yield mutually beneficial results, including new development that
otherwise may not have occurred. The Redevelopment Agency issues RFPs to private developers and consultants to conduct studies, create
redevelopment plans, and build developments in
the redevelopment districts within the City.

Local Transportation Capital
Improvement Program (LOTCIP)

LOTCIP provides state funding for a variety of
municipal transportation capital improvements,
including: bridge rehabilitation and replacement;
road reconstruction; intersection improvements; traffic signals; streetscapes; sidewalks;
multi-use trails; and pedestrian bridges as well
as municipal transportation capital improvements. The program is administered cooperatively by the Connecticut DOT and Council of
Governments (COGs).
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Property Tax Abatement

In simple terms, tax abatements reduce developer expenses through reduced tax expenditure
for a specific period of time to incentivize the
private sector to invest in new development
while other economic gains are realized to the
overall benefit of the community. Abatements
may be used when the cost of construction,
operation, and maintenance of new or renovated
multi-family residential development exceeds
local lease and sales rates.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

TIFs are an investment of future tax revenues to
reduce the developer’s borrowing costs or fund
infrastructure projects. This type of financing often consists of the proceeds from a tax exempt,
publicly-guaranteed debt allowing a developer
to reduce borrowing costs. The developer is still
obligated to cover the debt service. TIF can be
leveraged in Norwalk to redevelop and encourage development of areas not limited by AMI
status or specific land uses. TIF can be utilized
in projects to help pay for infrastructure, commercial, mix-use, and most other revitalization
projects.
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“

In many ways the strategic
plan process has just begun.
Through this agreed upon
“agency road map” for the next
five years, we aim to reimagine,
reinvent, and renew how
we manage our work in the
urban core. It is the product
of considerable effort on the
part of the Agency, local staff
and officials, business leaders,
developers, residents, and
more.

Section 5
Performance
Monitoring

Strategic Plan

Performance
Monitoring
In many ways the strategic plan process has just begun. Given the Plan’s focus on implementation,
we must establish dedicated performance monitoring practices to ensure our projects and recommendations become a reality. The Strategic Plan sets forth an agreed upon “agency road map” for
the next five years, with an aim to reimagine, reinvent, and renew how we manage our work in the
urban core. It is the product of considerable effort on the part of the Agency, local staff and officials,
business leaders, developers, residents, and more.

Next Steps
• Establish Agency Work Program
• Regular use of the Plan by both the Agency and City
• Encourage review & updating of policies to enable implementation of identified goals presented in the
Plan
• Enhance public communication & education through our marketing and outreach strategy
• Promote cooperation with the City & key stakeholders
• Exploration of possible funding sources and implementation techniques
• Update the plan on a regular basis
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Agency Work Program
The primary intended outcome of the strategic planning process was to establish the Agency’s work program and a clear division of responsibilities. The outcomes of our outreach program and project prioritization approach have distilled the comprehensive list of projects previously identified in our redevelopment
and citywide plans into actionable tasks for implementation. Upon analysis of the project inventory and
cost/benefit data we have developed the following work program and preliminary schedule for FY 20202025:

STAFF

Performance Matrix • Task 1 • Community & Business Services
2020-2021
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2024-2025

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

Financial Modeling
ED

Economic Impact Assessments
ED

GIS/ Data Warehouse
ED

Business Recruitment
ED

Historic Preservation Plan
DP

Façade Improvement Program
HD

Arts & Culture Plan
CP

Legend • Staff

Legend • Schedule

ED

Executive Director

Schedule / Progress

DP

Director of Program Development

Project Completed / Final Review

HD

Housing Development Project Manager

CE

Community Engagement Coordinator

CP

Community Planner

X

Performance Monitoring

On-Hold / Delay
Meeting Held / Attended
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STAFF

Performance Matrix • Task 2 • Infrastructure & Technology
2020-2021

2021-2022

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

2022-2023
Q2 Q3 Q4

2023-2024

2024-2025

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

State / Federal Coordination
ED

Coastal Resilience Plan
DP

Public Education Campaign
CE

South Norwalk Intermodal
ED

Design Guidelines
DP

Waterfront Access
ED

ITS Development
ED

Mathews Park Master Plan
DP

Broadband Initiatives
ED

CDBG Administration
ED

Residential Rehab Loan
HD

Legend • Schedule

Legend • Staff
ED

Executive Director

Schedule / Progress

DP

Director of Program Development

Project Completed / Final Review

HD

Housing Development Project Manager

CE

Community Engagement Coordinator

CP

Community Planner
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X

On-Hold / Delay
Meeting Held / Attended
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STAFF

Performance Matrix • Task 3 • Housing & Real Estate Development
2020-2021

2021-2022

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

2022-2023
Q2 Q3 Q4

2023-2024

2024-2025

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

Planning & Devleopment Training
ED

Affordable Housing Strategy
ED

Market Data Repository
CP

Zoning Review
DP

Development Projects
ED

Legend • Schedule

Legend • Staff
ED

Executive Director

Schedule / Progress

DP

Director of Program Development

Project Completed / Final Review

HD

Housing Development Project Manager

CE

Community Engagement Coordinator

CP

Community Planner

X

On-Hold / Delay
Meeting Held / Attended

Although this is a framework to guide our agency work program and establish baseline schedules for the
coming year, this and the Strategic Plan as a whole is a living document, designed to impart flexibility for
how we respond to changing project needs and conditions. That said, this performance reporting tool will
enable us to track our progress toward our collective goals.
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Regular Use of the Plan
The Strategic Plan should be the Agency’s official guide for program development and investment. It is
essential the Plan be adopted then used on a regular basis as we direct our Agency efforts. While it is not
a regulatory document, but rather a framework for increasing our overall likelihood of success, it should
influence our overall organizational culture, policy, and planning recommendations. To further educate the
community about the plan the Agency should:
• Make copies of the Plan available online for free, provide hard copies at the Agency office for purchase,
and have a copy on file in each City department for reference.
• Provide assistance to the public in explaining the Plan and its relationship to private and public development projects and other proposals, as appropriate.
• Assist local departments in understanding the day-to-day implications of the plan and how that influences our internal operating structures.
• Maintain a list of possible amendments, issues, or needs.

Encourage Review
& Updating of Policies
The Strategic Plan set forth a number of recommendations concerning local land use policy and development controls. Working with City leadership we should begin examining the most important policies
we need to update to implement the goals and projects set forth in the Plan. Given the City’s interest to
advance comprehensive zoning updates, waterfront access improvements, and local industrial zones we
should become actively involved in the discussion, offering support as needed toward the fulfillment of
our collectively identified goals. The Agency should continue to review internal practices to improve the
efficacy and efficiency of Agency operations moving forward through:
• Routine examination of internal operating costs and expenses
• Utilization of best management practices for Agency projects and procurements
• Develop regular policy review schedules and methodologies
• Establish an annual legislative program and funding priorities to guide advocacy efforts
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Enhance Public
Communication
The process undertaken to create the Agency Strategic Plan was, in and of itself, and important step in
educating the community about the relevance of redevelopment and the future of the Agency. A variety
of engagement efforts were conducted throughout the planning process – individual meetings, surveys,
committee meetings, and workshops. In order to build on this foundation the Agency should examine its
internal committee structures and ensure the Plan’s major recommendations and “vision” for the future
are conveyed to the entire community, as well as local staff, appointed and elected officials, and key stakeholders.
Such an outreach effort may include newsletter articles, enhanced website and social media, a frequently
asked questions summary on the Agency’s webpage, brochures, public presentations, training workshops,
and more. This Plan represents the beginning of a much larger conversation about the Agency’s community value.

Promote Cooperation with
City & Key Stakeholders
The Strategic Plan identifies many policy areas where coordination is necessary between local, regional,
state, and federal agencies. Staff should regularly meet with our partners and representatives to discuss implementation of the Plan, and to best align policies and projects, to the extent appropriate and
possible. Our goal to provide strategic assistance for development projects in the urban core and derive
competitive advantage for Norwalk from the proper alignment of the public, private, and popular sectors
can only be realized through extensive and regular interagency coordination.

Align Internal Operating
Practices
The Strategic Plan set out to determine external needs as a basis for the alignment of internal operations.
As many of the high-value development targets defined in this Plan are often complex, we must strive
to optimize the land development process, and represent the public parties as efficiently as possible to
ensure maximum public good is derived from private investments and development. Promoting such
innovation in the public sector will attract investment in the community, and translate market opportunity into community value. We must maintain prudence as a metric for evaluating our internal management
structures to ensure our operating systems align with the values and goals identified in this Plan.

Performance Monitoring
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Explore Possible Funding
Sources & Implementation
Techniques
Many of the projects and improvements identified in the Plan can be funded through administrative or
policy decisions, and traditional funding programs. However, development of creative financing opportunities requires constant commitment and a deep understanding of project costs and benefits. Keeping an
eye on opportunities for the development of collaborative partnerships with our various funding agencies
should be integrated as early as the project ideation or planning phase.

Update the Plan
on a Regular Basis
The Strategic Plan is not designed to sit on a shelf. It is a living document that defines our priorities,
parameters for decision-making, and the scope and structure of Agency operations. That said, we live in
a dynamic world, manage projects in a dynamic market, and as result must regularly update the Plan to
reflect community need. If community attitudes change or new issues arise which are beyond the scope of
the current Plan, the Plan should be revised and updated accordingly. Although annual review is desirable,
a comprehensive review should be initiated every few years. Ideally, this should coincide with updates of
the plans and capital programs reviewed during development of the Plan, and considered as part of the
upcoming commitments for the fiscal year.
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“

We would like to express our
sincerest gratitude to all the
Stakeholders, Committee
Members, Workshop
Participants, Community
Groups, and citizens of
Norwalk for your input as
we developed this unified
vision for the Agency. We look
forward to continuing our work
together as the next phase of
our Strategic Plan.

